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20.

Mr. Harlan Anderson
Digital Equipment Cors,
Maynard, Mass.

Near Mr. :

In recent days we held in this
Computing Center of the National University of Mexico

che St International ISP Conference. Attending this Conferen.
we had several of the .: st d American scientists work-
ing in symbol mas on lis: processing and artificial intelligence
languages.among : OYe Joon Mc Carthy, now at Stanford Un

sity.

Talking with Dr. Mc Carthy and

showins how is for us to better the digital computers
nave now, mainly ave co finan. al problems, he recalled conversa-

with Mr. Ke ersen, oy representative in that area and

you about the subject matter of those conver-
7

sations.

According to the information Dr.
Me Carthy save us, : ital Equipment Corp was interested in getting
some group, preicrertly a university,which could undertake th..

writing of a FORTRAN compiler for your PDP-5, In exchang. <

that system DEC will give the university one of those PDP-5 compu-ers.

Let me tell you some of our experience,
activities and projects, in order to justify our herein expressed in~

terest in establishing an arrangement of this type with DEC.

We installed in 1958 the first computer
ever installed in Mexico. This was an IBM 650 and after 4 months the

machine worked 210 hours per month. Since the second half of 1958

uo to now, it works an average of 17 hours per day. In April 1962, the

Bendix Computer Div-sion (ane later on,CDC), conceded us the free
utilization of . G-15 with one inagnetic tape. Under the agreement we

would get Chae extra ycar of free utilization of that machine as long as

at least one machine was sold or rented as a direct result of

demonstratic.. courses or work done in the machine installed in our

Computing



The result of these installation:
ior IBM, a most computers in 4 years, and for Bendix
the installation of 3 more G-15 and the first 106-A, in one year.

The reason for that, is that we are

bussiness development of our country. We have offered every ye
courses on digital computer programming where an average of
a@ents training in several levels of programming. Since ti

ear, Ne will try to offer courses for 2500 students, as this is tu.

: ityoart of the largest university in the world (87,000 students anc

12,000) very closely linked with all the economical, industria.

a u

estimatec Gemana.

Thanks to a generous donation
by DEC through Ted Johnson, we gota small set of modules anc .

have offered the first courses in digital circuitry techniques. We
also offer courses Operations Research, Mathematical Lingui. 3,
Information Retrieve! and Analog computers.

We installed in late 1963 ang RCA

a very attractive er which imphes more than a 60% of discount in
the rental. it will probably be convenient to mention that Bull has
received, .rom Septem>er 63 up to day, 4 more orders for RCA s

or 354s.

354, qwhica in Mexico : marketed by the French company Bull) through

We have built a LISP compiler fur
the RCA machine, will finish an IPL-V system next february and have
under consideration writing a better and faster version of an ALGOL
compiler for the same machine.

As you can see, we would profit very
much (and our students and researchers also) from the installation of

would bea fast, scientific digital computer. Even if our dream
PDP-6, we realize that wich something as Dis. 3,000.00 per
there is no way of getting it.

But we feel pretty sure we can

undertake the writing; of the FORTRAN compiler for the PDP-5 ard
would also lixe to nave one installed at our Center. Naturall,
realize that at least one set of two magnetic tapes would probab,
necessary if we want to develop a reasonably fast ana complete

:

compiling system.
in case maintenance consideratons

weight against this proposal, we would like te advance that we
ready to take charge of maintenance and that probably it will be Sui':
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ficient for ycu to send a technician for serious failures (if ti
present) and once every two or three months. We will cover
every Case, all living expenses while in Mexico,Na

Besides the programming sy
you will get your equipment known in Mexico and you will be
wonderful ana certainly non-expensive position to evaluate th 4

markt and decide ii it would be advisable to open an office dc
Just to -omplete my information I will add that Rem Ran:

5 in two years, NCR has signed 3 or 4
ne year and Burrougns is moving now with at least two comp:

in the last six months, Would not you consider that you
equipment deserve a share of this expanding matter and that ar.
installation at our University will represent a sound starting pow?

We will be very happy te discus.
with representative irom DFC our proposal and to show you our

installatuons and plans.

Wishing you and all DEC associates

Very tyuly yours
a \

INGw SERGIO F, BELTRAN,
Director.

avery sappy i904 I remain

SFB'rgm.



equipment corporationdigital
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
TWinoaks 7-8822 TWX MAYN 816

January 7, 1964

Mr. Harlan E, Anderson, Vice President
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mr, Anderson:

Please consider this notice of a meeting of the Board of
Directors of Digital Equipment Corporation, to be held at the
offices of American Research and Development Corporation, 200
Berkeley Street, Boston, Massachusetts, on Tuesday, January 14,
1964, at 2:00 p.m,

I shall appreciate your indicating on the enclosed copy"
whether or not you plan to attend the meeting, returning the
copy to me,

Very truly yours,

Dorothy E. Rowe
Clerk

DER/ah
Enclosures
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January 9, 1964

Mr. John McKenzie, Director
Massachusetts Bay Community College27 Garrison Street
Boston, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. McKenzie:

Please permit me to extend heartfelt good wishes for 1964 and continued
success for the Massachusetts Bay Community College. | read with interest
and admiration the articles which appear in the newspapers about the
progress the college has made since its first semester.

My work at Digital continues to be very stimulating although | never cease
to be an educator at heart and luckily enough my duties include liaison
with computer users, many of whom are engaged in scientific and educational
research. An interesting paper was given at the DECUS (May, 1963) Meeting
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology - "The PDP-1 as a Teaching Aid for
Problem Solving". Stanford University, University of California, M.I.T.,
Harvard, Yale and the University of Michigan already are using our PDP-1
and other educational institutions are considering the use of the PDP, Because

part of the new equipment. Training in digital computer techniques and appli-
cations could be begun at the sophomore level thus giving added importance to
the Community College and equipping the terminal student with the knowledge
which will enable him to qualify for the many openings in the electronic flelds.

vest f everything you might wish to consider a Programmed Data Processor as
plans for the new Massachusetts Bay Community College must include the

Digital Equipment Corporation hes given courses to high school teachers and
gives its users continuous programming assistance. Thecactive users group also has
many advantages because of its educational orientation. Digital

show you Digital's Computers and how they are builr.
gives generous discounts to educational Institutions. It would be a p easure to

the breadth of the applications and versatility of the processor. The
an idea oflam enclosing the 1962 DECUS PROCEEDINGS which will give

he 1963
PROCEEDINGS are now being published. ! will be very glad to send you a copy.

Sincerely,

Elsa Newman
DECUS Secretary

EN:ajc
Enclosure: DECUS PROCEEDINGS



U6Colne
P.O. BOX 285, PARAMUS, NEW JERSEY AREA CODE 201-COLFAX 2-6800

IntG lectric Corporation

10 January 1964

S-WRH-1749

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.
Maynard,
Massachusetts

Attention: Mr. Ken Olsen, President

Sub ject: Invitation For Bid

Gentlemen:

International Electric Corporation hereby invites your company to
submit a firm fixed price bid for the furnishing of computer equipment
and services for a Central Computing Complex for National Aerospace to
be developed by this corporation for the Federal Aviation Agency. A
summary of the items upon which you should quote is as follows:
1. Hardware, as designated in Attachment A. Note there are three

configurations and various alternative quantities within configurations.
The equipment must meet RFI and Reliability requirements as designatedin Attachment B.

2. Documentation, as designated in Attachment C. DEC will provide
one (1) reproducible of each publication listed.

3. Programming, as designated in AAtachment D.

4, Training of DISD personnel as defined in Attachment E.

5. Installation
a Installation criteria for preparation of field sites.
bd) All installation material and labor required for physicalinstallation and,checkout of equipment at field site.

6. Spares, which will be required during integration and testing of
the equipment at Maynard, Mass.

7. Spares, which DEC will require during their installation and checkout
of equipment at field site.

8. Spares, which DEC recommends be provided during first year of
maintenance operation. As a separate item, DEC should also
furnish a list of recommended spares for the second year.

All items will be deliverable in accordance with Attachment F, SCHEDULE,
and Attachment A Hardware.

A SUBSIDIARY OF INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION



page 2

1/10/64

Tt is requested that you submit with your bid a complete cost break- \
down showing lebor hours and rates, material costs, overhead, G&A, and

a

Time is of the essence and strict compliance with the contract completion
dates will be required.

In the event you require addivional informetion relating to this Invitation
and the enclosed Attachments, you should direct quesvions of a contractual
nature to W.R. Hedman and questions of a technical nature to H.A. Force.

Your bid must be received by International Hlectric Corporevion, Route JLT,
Paramus, New Jersey no later than 10:00 A.M. January 14, 195+. Telegraphic
bids will be accepted

Very truly yours,

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION

W.R. Hedman
Subcontract Manager

WRH:k
enc.



ATTACHMENT A

HARDWARE

1. First system will consist of either configuration A or B, or A and C
or B and C.

2. Follow-on Production systems will be A or B, or C with a minimum of
one system and a maximum of 28 systems and with fluctuating quantities
of 1-8 for A, 1-16 for B, 1-12 for C.

CONFIGURATIONS

C B A

100Flight 200 Flight 325 Flight
Qty. Qty. Qty.

Type 166 Arithmetic Processing
(with 16 word fast memory module
7 channel priority interrupt, word
parity generation and check, and
load from Tape Button) with Modifica-
tion. 2 2 3

Core Memory Modules Type 163C
(2 microsecond cycle, 16384
36-bit words) 3 6 127

Card Reader and Control Type 461
(800 cards/min) 1 1 1

Card Punch and Control Type 460
(100 cards/min) 1 1 1

Line Printer and Control Type 646

Paper Tape Punch and Control

Paper Tape Reader and Control

Printer Keyboard and Control

Magnetic Tape Control

3 6O euCore Memory Interfaces (Extra)
2 2 6Fast Memory Interfaces

1 1 1(300 LPM)

2 2 3Type 761

Type 760 2 32

Type 626 2 2 3

Type 516 2 2 2



100 Flight 200 Flight 325 Flight

@ Data Control Type 136 2 2 2

Magnetic Tape Transport Type 570 8 8 8

itch Unit
(see de scription 1 1 1

r/o Bus Switch Unit
(see description 1

Real Time Clock
(see description) 2 2 2

Sense Switch Unit ~
(see description) 2 2 2

General purpose Magnetic TapeUnit Tester 1 1 1

See Pg. #3 Schedule with the first month startingSchedule for lst system
June lst 1964.

Schedule for follow-on production - See Pg. #3 Schedule #II with start date
ranging from 0 to 18 months from June lst, 1964.

DEC must also make available to DISD a scaled down version of the PDP-6 for*
Program debugging on December 1, 1964.

This equipment is to consist of the following:
a (one) Processor
2 (two) Memory Modules
(one) Tape Control Unit with three (3) tapes

7 (one) Card Reader
1 (one) Card Punch
1 (one) Teleprinter
1 (one) Paper Tape Reader
1 (one) Paper Tape Punch



I/O Bus Switch Device

Addressable as a device on an I/O Bus

2. A CONC instruction to this device by its bit configuration determines the I/O Bus
of the system that is connected tne controlling processor. Each of the following
actions is controlled by a separate bit in the CONO instruction:

a) Disconnect the I/O Bus of the Controlling Arithmetic Processor from the
processor liself.

b) Connect the controlling arithmetic Processor to the I/O Bus of a second
processor.

c) Connect the controlling Arithmetic Processor to the I/C Bus of a third
processor.

a) Connect the controlline Arithmetic Processor to the I/O Bus of a fourth
processor,

e) Disconnect the I/O Bus of a second Arithmetic Processor irom its processor.
f) Lisconnect the I/O Bus of a third Arithmetic Processor irom its processor.
g) Disconmnect the I/O Bus of a fourth Arithmetic Processor from its processor.

3. All parts of "2" are to be included in design of the [/0 Bus Switch but pari 2(d) and
2(g) are not to be implemented in hardware except as they are needed to make the
field addition of the fourth Processor a plug~in adaptation.

4, Any power failure or single component failure in the 1/O Bus Switch cause the
I/O Buses to be connected only to their own processors.

Tape Switch Unit
Addressable as 2 device from two different I/O Buses.

2. Provides relay switching among two Tape Controls and eight Tape Units.
3. A CONS instruction to this device from either I/O Bus determines which of

the eight Tape Units are to be connected to each Tape Control Unit.

beyond one of the following:
a) A single Tape Unit may be denied access to both Tape Control Units
b) A single Tape Control Unit may be denied access to all Tape Units.

4. A single failure in the Tape Switch Unit will not affect Tape Unit switcning

Real Tirae Clock
i. Addressable as a device on an I/O Bus

18 bit counter gives time
100 microsecond resolution
Stability .01% between -20° and +55° C.
Interrupt el assigned by CONO instruction in usual manner

bo

hann



G. Clock stopped ky CONO insiruction
7. Clock<x started by CONO instruction

ii... Clock set to interrunt at zero count with CONO instructions.22, Clock set to interrupt at one other pre-wired count by CONO instruction.

8. Clock read-out by DATAL instruction with low order 18 bits of Data Word time9. Clock set by DATAO instructions Wiin low order 18 bits of data word ivine timesetting and @ high order bit in cating that time is be set.
w0. Clock reset by DATAO instruction low order 18 bits of data word O andbit indicating that time is to be set,

ense Switch Unit

2, Unit is addressable as a device on I/O Bus.
1

4 aOnit contains
1

aximum of tvo units with cach confi
An indicator is iduminated when overator presses that button on unit. Correspondingbit of Control Register of Dovice on I/O Bus is set to ONE.

bit of Control Regisiter of Device on I/O Bus is set to ZERO.Ax is it wnen CONO instruction to that Gevice is issued w th correspondingbit in Control Register set to ONZ,
An indicator is extinguished when CONO instruction to that device is issued with
corresponding bit in Control Register set to ZERO.

~~

An indicator is extinguished when operator presses that button on unit. Corresponding
5:

;

6

ys?
200

Poy 400

Mf (

6 4

240

\ Wood \s0

g 3



@ FAA @ Schedule I « ils Peo #3 Attacnment A @
i

dovvvrre/avent pb 2 3 fo fo 8 49 fro far faa
HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

A. Processor, Memory Module, Magnetic Tapes

1. Production Release & Manufacture

2. Test of Modules

3. System Integration
hk. Preliminary Acceptance Tests

5. Shipment to Field
6 Installation & Test

7. System Operational

Bo. Scaled Down Systsm Available #

C. Peripheral Device Adaptors

1. Design/Design Release +

2. Fabrication C.cle

5. Unit Testing
4. Integration into System

ll. FIELD IMPLENSNTATION & SUPP07UT

ke Site Design Criteria
B. Site Preparation

cs Qperational Documentation

% Delete these items
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Attachwent B

Page 2

"ya cquioment shall >. of transfers apd susceptibility cs

ified in Paragraphs 4,3.2, % 3,4.,.1, 8.358.168, 4.9.4.2 of MiLeTe2&600

USAF) and Amendment 2 Thess teste shal be conducted assuming

the eguicmant meets Class IZ requirements.



ATTACHMENT C

POCUMENTATION

The following decumantations stall be supplied im the quantities and deliveries

we listed im Attachment F. Tha delivery dates listed are counted from data

of award of cantract.

A, Assembie Reference Manual

Assenbler Operators Manual

, Aasombler Specification
5. Programmers Reference

Program Specifications, Flow Charts and Listings.
DEC Tn-Plant Test Specifications and Test Reports

6. ALL dvawings, including installation and technical meses vequired for the

design, test and manufacture of the equipment.

H. All documentation required for inataliation

ineeruection and maintenance manuals including maintenance schedules and

E. Off-Line and Maintenance Prograin Documentation, including

logical and timing diagrams, schematic diagrams, parts lists, ete.



ATTACHMENT D

PROGRAMMING

The following programa are to be supplied in the form of IBM Decks. Also

to be supplied are Programing Specifications, Flow Charts and Program Listings.
The delivery dates for these programs listed in Attachment F are counted from

the data of award of the contract.

A. Break Point and Dump

B, Off-Line Maintenance

€. MACRO Assembler

0, Monitor

Core Dump and Loader

@ Flew TraceFe
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ATTACHHENT E

TRAENING

DEC shall train at least six people to be supslisd by DISD. This training

shall be both classroom and equipment oriented and shall be completed in

six weeks. The training shall be directed towards the operation and

maintenance of the equipment. Upon completion of the course DEC shall

surahy ten copies of the training manual used in the course.

Ypaining shall also be available for customer personnel supplied by

OrSD.



ATTACHMENT F

DELIVERY SCHEDULES

ECCUBERT

4A, Asasmbler Reference Manual

B. Operators Manual

C. Assmmbler Specification
b, Frogrammers Reference Manual

E, Cff-Line Maintenance Programing

HEC Test Specification
and Test Keports

oF WWW,S
H. installation Documentation

de Instruction Maintenance Manuals

J. break Point and Dump Program

K. Off-Line Maintenance Progra

L, MACRO Assembler Program

H. Monitor Program

N. Corse Dump and Loader Program

O, Flow Trace Program

P. Loader Program

Q. Maintenance Program

* To be supplied

QUANTITY VE
200

ooo

200

DELIVERY DATE

One Month oR
Six Konths

Six Months4 wh,

One Month200

Six Menths

Three Months

ets
Documentation

3 sets

Six Months
Six Months

G. &i1 Drawings
three Honthsgets

Six Months

Six Months

Six Months

Six Months

Six Months

Six Months

Six Months

Six Months

repre.

1 set

L set

L set

set

1 set

set

1 set
Six MonthsL set



CEIPY FOR

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT COMPUTER USERS SOGIETYDECUS MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS/TWinoaks 7-8822/TWX MAYN 816

January 16, 1964

Mr. Byron Cole
Fischer & Porter Company
Warminster, Pennsylvania

Dear Mr. Cole:

It gives me great pleasure to send you the January issue of

Equipment Computer Users Society (DECUS). You will note that
on January 21, 1964, we are having a PDP-4 Symposium at the
Foxboro Company in Natick. We wish to invite you and your

DECUSCOPE which is the official technical bulletin of Digital

representatives to attend. lt is our first Symposium for PDP-4
sers and promises to be an interesting one.

Foxboro or me for further details. We look forward to meeting
you.

Sincerely,

You may contact Mr. McAvinn the Meetings Chairman, at

Elsa Newman (Mrs.)
DECUS Secretary

Enclosures: January DECUSCOPE
DECUS Bylaws

cc: George Rice
Harlan Anderson



equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
TWinoaks 7-8822 TWX MAYN 816

January 20, 1964

Mr, Harlan E, Anderson, Vice President
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Anderson:

Please consider this notice of a meeting of the Board of
Directors of Digital Equipment Corporation, to be held at the
offices of American Research and Development Corporation, 200
Berkeley Street, Boston, Massachusetts, on Tuesday, February
11, 1964, at 2:00 p.m.

I shall appreciate your indicating on the enclosed copy
whether or not you plan to attend the meeting, returning the
copy to me,

Very truly yours,
:

f
Dorothy E. Rowe >

Clerk

DER/ah
Enclosures



LEARNING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PITTSBURGH PENNSYLVANIAA 15213
MAIN OFFICE: 302 AMOS HALL «PHONE 621-3500 EXT. 7226-7227
LABORATORIES: UPPER CAMPUS+ PHONE 683-1620 BXT. 2422-23-24
January 20, 1964

Mr. H. Anderson
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Anderson:

This letter will confirm our telephone conversation of January 17
concerning our intentions of visiting the Boston area on February 7 and our
interest in talking with you about some of your equipment. In particular
we are interested in display techniques and devices and in the specifications
of your new computer the PDP VI.

We appreciate the opportunity of talking with you and I shall cali,
you during the morning of the seventh to establish the exact time of our
arrival at your plant.

Sincerely yours,

William W. Ramage
Project Associate for Engineering
Learning Research and Development Center

WWR:rar
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17 Oakwood Road
South Acton, Massachusetts
20 January 1964

at

Mr. Harlan Anderson
Vice President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mr, Anderson: :

Thank you for taking time out from your busy schedule to talk
with me.

I am very much impressed with the wonderful opportunities available
with your firm. I am pleased that the career goals of your Mr. Ridgeway
and mine are almost identical. I know I can make a significant contribution
to your firm.

I am looking forward to seeing you again.

Very truly yours,

Milton Dwonczyk

:

"a €



APPLIED DYNAMICS INTERNATIONAL
a division of APPLIED DYNAMICS, INC. * 2275 Platt Road * Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 « Tel. 313-665-3601 * Cable COMPUTERS * TWX 313-665-6082

January 22, 1964

Reference, JDK #247

Mrs. N. Survilas
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mrs. Survilas:

Thank you for your letter of December 26th and the 12 copies of the
PDP-5 Manual (F-55) and the address of your Munich office. Please extend my
best regards to Mr. Anderson upon his return from Australia.

Sincerely,

Ae pees

J D. Kennedy
President

JDK:cn
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DAVID BAER COTTON
26 JOHN STREET

BROOKLINE 46, MASSACHUSETTS

January 23, 1964

Mr. Stefan S. Mikulski
Customer Relations
Digital Equipment Corporation

4

146 Main Street4

Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Mikulski:

On behalf of Mr. Borg, the Brookline High School students, and myself |would like to thank you and the Digital Equipment Corporation for your

will be an experience they will long remember. It has been my desire to en=

trips like this are an indispensable aid.

Again thank you for your hospitality and your time.

Sincerely,

4
4

hospitality last Thursday.

From the reactions of the.students on the ride home , | know that their visit

courage them to investigate careers in the computing field, and I think that4

4

:

"David Baer Cotton
DBC: jm

:
:

ar

:
vd

te

t
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KUNGL STATSKONTORET
Laborator Per Svenonius

Oo igital Equipment CorporationMarie St
Maynard, Mass.USA

Jan 25, 1964

Dear Sirs,
1, Enclosed you wili find a bfief account of the computer demanda for

research and education on university level in Swdden. We suppose
you may want to draw our attention to computers that are manu--
factured by your company and that meet the essential requirements.You may even want to propose modifications to the sketched program
due to circumstances, the importance of which you feel may have
been overlooked,

2. You are hereby invited to propose hard-ware equipment for the
sketched program. The proposal shail only cover what you regard

requirements are not fully met, the deviations shall be specified.
Monthly rentals, purchase prices and monthly maintenance charges
should be stated. Each computer will be ordered individually with-
out any commitments regarding the others. Your proposal shall
therefore be applicable to individual orders.

as the most convenient hard-ware solutions for normal university
applications within the limits given by the memorandum, If the

3. One or two compitters of type B will probably be put on order in
June 1964 for delivery 12 to 18 months later. In order to make this
possible we must call for your cooperaticn in the following respects.
31, Preliminary proposals in the meaning of p. 2 are asked for

earlier than Feb 26th, 1964. Final proposals are requcsted
beforeMay 15th, 1964.

32. We are interested to visit related computer installations in
Europe and the United States to study the importance of
computers for research at university level and to study effici-
ent ways of training people for computer-oriented work.
Topics of interest are: administration of computer centers at
universities, computer configuration and software, advanced
research applications, non-standard computer use at real
time applications, education of programmers, etc. As soon
as possible we should therefore like to get

321. information about computer installations in Europe
that you feel we should visit - and why;



-2
322. suggestions regarding selected installations in theUnited States that we should visit if time allows -

(and why) = in connection with a four week trip inMarch and the first part of fpril.
33, We also count upon your assistance in arranging some visits -in Europe and the United States - assuming that we later candraft a schedule for our travel. are of course unable tospecify any details until we get your suggestions regardingvisits that should be of importance to us.

4. It would probably be convenient for you to meet with some represent-ative(s) of the Statskontoret to discuss details that may need mutualclarification before a final and well-defined proposal in the meaningof p. 2 can be given. Our schedule is supposed to cover such needs.If time allows, the director gencral of the Statskontoret will take
part in some of these discussions. He will e.g. join the travellinggroup inthe United States at the end of March.
All mail on this matter shall be sent under the address given below,5.

"eee,
Per Svenonius

Address: Dr Per Svenonius
FOA 4
STOCKHOLM &0
Sweden,



KUNGLSTATSKONTCRET MEMORANDUM
Laborator Fer Svenonius 8.1,1964 Blad 1 (3)

MEMORANDUM ON COMPUTER DEMANDS FOR RESELRCH 4AND

EDUCATION CN UNIVERSITY LEVEL IN SWEDEN,

Introductorry_information
4. number of computers may be installed in Sweden within a few years
for research and education on university level. No decisions are yet
taken, but one or two computers will probably be ordered shortly.
Fresumably the total requirements will turn out to be one very advanced

computer (computer type A), some four or five medium-size scientific
computers (computer type B) and peripheral equipment. Some satellite

type computers may also be required primarily for preprocessing at

distant institutes with pronounced computer demands. Direct data

communication to the closest larger computer may also 'be considered
in these cases.

The computers will be used primarily for research and education, but

other governmental interests may become involved in order to make

efficient use of installed computer capacity.

Computer characteristics
The following characteristics are regarded typical for the different

computer types.

Computer type A.
Programming languag-s: the manufacturer is supposed to maintain

reasonably accurate compilers for ALGOL and

FORTRAN programming

Monitor system: the manufacturer is supposed to furnish a monitor

system for continuous operation of the central

computer, direct loading and storing of incor.ing
jobs, automatic output of completed jobs, and

autom-tic selection of next job according to some

priority algorithm.

Arithmetic: automatic floating point arithmetic is required.

Internal speed: a fixed point add operation at full word length
shell under normal conditions be completed in

approx 1 microsecond or less.



Blad2 (3)

word length: minimum 48 bits per word.

@ Memory size; minimum requirements for efficient use of a computer
with the specificd characteristics (might c.g. turn

out to be 65K core, a iarge random access memory
and some few magnetic tape units), Under calcu-
lation the programmer shall have at least 40K core

space and some magnetic tapes (or cquivalent)
available for data and own parts of program.

1/O characteristics: I/O capacity shall match I/O conditions that can

be rega~ded reasonable for full use of the internal

computer capacity for scientific applications at a

service bureau with a large number of customers.

Further characteristics: interrupt for real time applications is

required,

Computer type B.

reasonably accurate compilers for A LGOL and

FCRTRAN programming. 4. COBOL compiler

Programming languages: the manufacturir is supposed to maintain

may also be required.

Monitor system: the manufacturer is supposed to furnish a monitor

system that facilitates efficient use of the central

computer.

frithmetic: automatic floating point arithmctic is required.

* Internal speed: a fixed point add operation at full word leugth shall

under normal conditions be completed in

a) approx 10 microseconds or less

b) approx 4 microseconds or less

* ord length: 1) minimum 48 bits per word

2) minimum 36 bits per word



> Memory size: minimum uirements for efficient use of the computer
in .estion. Under calculation the programmer
sh * have some 20K core space and some magnetic
tap. (or equivalent) available for data and own

pari of progrim.

I/O characteristics: i' '11/O oper ons are performed on-line, I/O
pacity shal! atch the conditions that can be

regarded reasonable for full use of the internal
computer capacity for scientific applications at a
service bureau with a fairly large number of
customers.
If I/C operations essentially are performed at

satellites, the satellite capacity shall meet the

requirements at full use of the main computer.

Further characteristics: interrupt for real time applications will
probably be required.

Possible later changes: if at all needed, by what modifications in
hard-ware can the computer be kept in non-stop
operation? By what further modifications in hard-
ware can the total turn-around-time for short runs
be cut down to some ten minutes, assuming that
the computer speed is sufficient to match the in-
coming rate of short jobs?

Manufacturers are of course only supposed to cover those alternatives
to which their production naturally applies. Decision regarding the mini-
mum word length will be taken later. B-type computers of two different

speeds will probably be installed.

Satellite type computer
The remote use of satellite type computers is primarily intended for

preprocessing of programs that will be run on a computer of type A or

B at a later stage. The satellite type computer shall therefore be furnished

with ALGOL and FORTRAN preprocessors and with (limited) ALGOL
and FORTRAN compilers.

nted information.
Technical specifications for computers, that satisfy the general charac-

teristics. Number of installed computers of specified kind. Number of

computers on order, Capacity of maintenance organization assigned to

Sweden, Purchase prizes, maintenance charges, monthly rentals etc.
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February 3, 1964

Mr. Thomas Marx
Sigua Instruments Company
170 Peel Street
South Braintree
Massachusetts

Doar Mr. Marx

AS per our phone conversation this morning, we are
happy to send you the following information.

The 16 Colum High Speed Printer, which we discussed, can
be provided as an option to the system for approximately
$20,000. It will give you the capability of performing your
high speed data logging in 1 to 2 seconds per relay without
a serious infringement on the 5 second restriction placed on
tha total testing time. 'The printer will have the following
general specifications:

Printing Rate 10 to 20 lines per second

Column Capacity 16, Printable Characters per colum,
54, and in alphanumeric arrangement

Character Pitch 10 characters per inch

Paper Roll 2% inches wide, which makes for
easy handling when data is sent
along with the relay.

The pricing which we discussed over the phone can be
broken down in Fixed Costs and Special Costs.
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xecy Costs

Computer with 4K of memory $27,000Test system logic and interface $52,000
Special Costs

Engineering, programming, testingspecial power supplies, installation
$41,000

Approximate Total $120,000

Please feel free to call us, if we can be of any

Very truly yours,

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

assistance to you.

Kenneth L. Wakeen
Manager, Production Engineering

KLW:mc

Cc: Sigma Instruments Company

Mr. Harold Adkins
Mr. Lewis LaFame
Miss Virginia Hudson
Mr. Robert Pierce
Mr. Fred Blatz

Digital Equipment Corporation
Mr. Kenneth Olsen
Mr. Stanley Olsen
Mr, Nick Mazzarese.
Mr. Fred Gould
Mr. Pat Greene
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MEMBERS NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

One WALL STREET
NEW YORK 5,NY.

February 6, 1964.

Vice President
Digital Equipment Corp.
Maynard, Mass.

Dear Harlan:

I imagine that by now you have returned from your trip to
Australia, and I hope that it was a very successful one.

During the week after our visit with you, I called Ken and
Miss Rowe to tell them that George Ryan had decided to accept the
proposal about which I told you. Naturally, I was very disappointed,
but George felt that the time element and the certainty of this deal were of
great importance. He did not want to take the risk of not being able
to arrange an acquisition by you after your investigation. The other
merger is in the process of being consummated, but there are some
problems. It just may be that I will be able to come back to you with
Benson-Lehner, which I would very much like to be able to do.

I would like to suggest another possibility for you. It is
Moore Associates, a Company in California in which we have an
investment position, It is headed by an old friend of mine from M,1,T.,
and 1 Iam a member of the Board. It is not doing as well as any one of
us would like. Sales last year were about $650,000, and the Company
lost money. Some engineered jobs were not properly estimated, and
the organization was geared up to doa substantially larger volume than
it did.

It seems to me that Moore has a very close product relationship
with your activities, and I would appreciate it if you would give it
consideration as an acquisition. I am enclosing product literature which

pretty well describes the Company's capabilities, and I can supply you
with any additional information that you might want on the Company.

I hope you will visit us soon here in New York. My very best

regards. Sincerely,

nc

b

PERSONAL & CONFIDENTIAL

Mr. Harlan E, Anderson

4

4

1

ardner



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY : :

LINCOLN LABORATORY
LEXINGTON 73, MASSACHUSETTS

6 February 1964 VOlunteer 2-3370

Mr. Harlan Anderson
Digital Equipment Corporation
Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Anderson: :

On 3 February the Type 510 Magnetic Tape Control was returned to the
Laboratory by Digital Equipment. As you recall from our previous conversation,
our experience with this equipment has been less than satisfactory. Consequently,it is desirable for us to state our understanding of the terms under which we have
accepted this latest delivery of the Type 510.

:

Of course we shall make every effort to check out this equipment as expe-
ditiously as possible; however, several important commitments preclude this
checkout being given our first priority. Mr. Schafer will give this work as much
of his time as possible, but because of other demands checkout of the 510 will
come second. When, as a result of Mr. Schafer's work on the Type 510, it may
be necessary to ask your engineers to correct errors in the equipment, this work
will have to be done outside of regular working hours because of the high demand
for the use of the PDP-1. These procedures for the checkout of the Type 510 have
been discussed generally with Mr. Shields, and I hope they seem reasonable to

:

you under the circumstances,

Considering the extensive checkout made on the Type 510 byMr. Shields and .

his people in the last few weeks, we hope we shall be able to accept the equipment
fairly soon.

Very truly yours,

Walter I, Wells

WIW/JS/bq
cc: J. Salerno

B. J. Schafer



faternationad Business Machines Corporation

Command Control Center
Federal Systems Division
Neighborhood Road
Kingston, New York 12401

February 7, 1964

Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard. Massachusetts

Attention: Mr. Harlan E. Anderson,
Vice-President

Subject: PDP-1 Maintenance Data

Dear Sir:

Reference is made to the DEC-IBM Information Disclosure Agreement signed
by you on December 23, 1963, which provides for IBM access to data re-
quired to maintain the PDP-1 that is interconnected with the AN/FSQ-32
(XD-1A), installed at the System Development Corporation, Santa Monica.

We appreciate your assistance and cooperation, and that of your Patent
Counsel, Mr. Robert Cesari, in arriving at this agreement.

The data required for maintenance of the PDP-1 has been received from SDC.
For your records, we are enclosing a listing of the PDP-1 drawings with
which we have been provided. Unless otherwise directed, this data shall be
returned to SDC upon expiration or termination of the agreement, or upon
completion of SDC's subcontract to IBM which requires its use, whichever
first occurs.

t

If you should desire further information or if I may be of any other service to

you, please do not hesitate to call upon me.

Very truly yours '

Kingston Laboratory Contracts
AGC /km

Enclosure

cc: Mr. Robert Cesari
Blair and Buckles
79 Milk Street
3oston, Massachusetts

7)Via Telephone: 383-0123 (Area Code 91

A. G."Currie, Manager



DRAWING NUMBER

I. D-31905

D-31956

D-31909

D-31908

D-31904

D-31923 (1)

D-31923 (2)

D-31926

D-31907

D-31925

D-31906

D-31958

D-31959

D-31960

D-31927

D-31961

D-31924

D-31962

D-31921

DATE OF
NAME LAST CHANGE

GENERAL CONTROL FUNCTION 2-6-63

AUTOMATIC MULTIPLY DIVIDE TYPE 10 2-12-63

INSTRUCTION REGISTER & DECODERS 6-6-62

SH/RO LOGIC PROGRAM FLAG & COUNT 5-4-62
LOGIC

PROGRAM COUNTER NONE

AC CONTROL 7-10-63

ACCUMULATOR 5-4-62

ACCUMULATOR 11-21-62

2.

3.

4.

5. D-31957

6.

7.

8.

IOT GENERATION

MA PC MB & IO PULSE CONTROL 7-13-62

9.

10.

ACC MIXER1 1.

MEMORY ADDRESS REGISTER & DECODERS 4-12-6212.

MEMORY BUFFER REGISTER 3-1-62

MEMORY SYSTEM TYPE 12 11-21-62

IO REGISTER 5-14-62

IO MIXER

LOGIC FOR TELETYPE BRPE PUNCH 10-11-61

13.

14.

15.

16

17.

IO MIXER EXTENDED

READER BUFFERS & CONTROL 1-10-63

18.

19,

TYPEWRITER CONTROL #0. 9-7-6220.



DRAWING NUMBER

17.

18.

19,

D-31943

-31955

D-31915

D-31918

D-31933

D-31932

D-31975

D-31979

D-31980

D-31981

D-31972

D-31974

RS-4703-1

RS-4702-1

D-32403

3Y

3A, 3B, 3C, 3D

3H, 3J, 3K

3L

4Z, 4A, 4B

4C

RIY, R1Z

COMPUTER LOGIC LAYOUT

REAR VIEW LAYOUT

TAPER PIN PANELS & IN OUT PLUGS
FOR OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

LAYOUT OF FRAME 4

LAYOUT OF STANDARD SYSTEM MODULE

TELETYPE INTERFACE UNIT

TELETYPE TRANSMITTER 4703

TELETYPE INCOMING LINE UNIT 4702

TELETYPE RECEIVER MIXER TELETYPE
TRANSMITTER

DATE OF
LAST CHANGENAME

0

21.

22.

23.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1.

2.

3.



DATE OF
LAST CHANGEDRAWING NUMBER NAME

él. D-31920 TYPEWRITER CONTROL #1

D-31919 TYPEWRITER CONTROL #2

23. D-31935 MEM BUFFER MIXER MEMORY EXTEN- 5-14-62
SION CONTROL TYPE 15

24. D-31963 MAD & MB BUFFERS MEM EXTENSION
24. D-31936 FIELD TRANSFER LOGIC & FIELD 5-15-62

SELECTION TYPE 15

Zo. D-31964 HSC MIXER NONE

:7. D-31965 MA & FIELDS INPUT MIXER
28. D-31937 HIGH SPEED CHANNEL CONTROL TYPE 19 5-14-62

29. D-31922 COMPLETION PULSE TRAPS 7-5-62

30. D-31949 256 SEQUENCE BREAK SYSTEM TAPER PIN 8-14-62
PATCH PANEL

31. D-31966 BREAK SYSTEM CONTROL 10-11-62

32. D-31967 SELECTION FOR 256 PULSES NONE

33. D-31968 BREAK SYSTEM PRIORITY CHAIN 4-11-62

34. D-31938 CONTROL FOR 256 PULSES NONE

35. D-31969 (1) CHANNEL REGISTER & PRIORITY CHAIN 4-11-62
00 TO 07

36. D-31969 (2) CHANNEL REGISTER & PRIORITY CHAIN 4-12-62
00 TO 07

37. SD-31944 DATA TO Q-32

38. SD-31945 DATA FROM Q-32

39. SD-31946 TIMING CHAIN & DECODING

40. SD-31947 Q-32 ADDRESS SELECTION

7-6 62
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February 11, 1964

Mr. H. Anderson
Digital Eouipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Anderson

LEARNING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PITTSBURGH PENNSYLVANIA 15213
MAIN OFFICE: 302 AMOS HALL>PHONE 621-3500 EXT. 7226-7227
LABORATORIES: UPPER CAMPUS+PHONB 683-1620 EXT. 2422-23-24

I want to thank you on behalf of the group from the Learning Research
and Development Center for the interesting discussion we had with you last
week. We feel that the time spent was most worthwhile and very informative.
We appreciate your time and consideration and if we uncover further infor-
mation in which we believe you are interested, we will certainly pass it
on.

The project for which we made this trip should be producing a final
report in two or three months and if you are interested, we will be happy
to send you a copy.

WWR: rar

Sincerely,

William W. Ramage
Project Associate for Engineering
Learning Research and Development Center



DIGITAL EQUIPMENT AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.
15 TOOLANG ROAD, TURRAMURRA NORTH, N.S. W.

12th February, 1964.

Mr. Harlan E. Anderson,
Vice President,
Digital Bquipment Corporation,
MAYNARD. MASS,
U.S.A.

Dear Andy,

Nothing new to report on the Universities just now, except that I talked
briefly to Dr. Robson on Monday without getting any feedback. A copy of your
letter to him arrived here today.

I badly need technical literature on the smaller computers and the modules,

@ as I have nothing to hand out or from which to make up proposals.

I need immediate advice about machine and software delivery dates. The
last letter enquired about PDP-4 delivery, and now there is an impatient but very
good prospect for a 4096 word PDP-5 with 200 cpm reader and extra teletype.
estimate the price at about 48,000. He has a friend who is also likely to want
one (market and advertising media research people). Could you please advise
urgently on the delivery of this configuration, delivery of software, maintenance

percentage applicable (347), importation charges, power consumption, floor loadings.
Don't forget the conversion of power supplies to 240 volts 50 cycles. Could we

have a backup machine in our offices until another customer could provide backup?

I'm looking forward to starting officially on Monday next, and plan a grand
tour of the Universities first thing. When is John Fadiman coming out? It is
important that we establish a proper office quickly to add substance to our

University proposals.

Very best wishes,

@ " * CC

R. G. SMART,
RGS.JD General Manager.



SPECIFICATION FOR THE HIRE OF A
DIGITAL COMPUTER

1. DETAILS OF TENDER

Tenderers must include adequate technical information
to enable an accurate assessment of the equipment to be made,
2. PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

The Tenderer is to demonstrate to the satisfaction
of the accepting officer that the equipment performs to the
standards specified in the tender, Any work declared
necessary shall be performed at the expense of the Tenderer,
3. GENERAL

A small digital computer with high speed in fixed
point arithmetic is required for lease to the Aeronautical
Research Laboratories for use in hybrid analogue-digital
simulation, on-line data processing and general scientific
computations, The computer is required to be delivered on or
before 1st July 1964 and the period of Hire is to be for
12 months from this date,

Only firms with full programming and maintenance

support available in Melbourne, Australia will be considered.
4, ADVANCE OPERATING INFORMATION

The successful Tenderer is to supply two full sets of
operating and technical manuals and other relevant information

together with ten sets of programming manuals within one calendar
month of tender acceptance,

The Tenderer is to state what courses of instruction
in computer operation and programming (in particular with
regard to the use of the algebraic compiler) he will provide .

both before and after the installation of the computer system,

5. CENTRAL PROCESSOR

(a) Arithmetic Speeds
The central processor must be capable of high speed

in fixed point operation, Speeds of the order of

15 microseconds for fixed point addition and 250

microseconds for fixed point multiplication are

required,
(b) Machine Organisation

There should be provision either in the form of

2
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hardware or by library programme for floating point
operation and full details of the system used must
be provided,
The Department will favour high speed of operation
particularly for the single precision fixed point
operations, Details of basic word length and multiple
length working must be given,

(c) Storage Capacity
A store capacity of 100,000 (one hundred thousand)
binary bits is desired.

6. INPUT-OUTPUT AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT
The following equipments are requiredt

(a) A paper tape reader and punch for use with 1"
8 channel tape,

(b) An On-line typewriter for control and monitoring
purposes,

(c) Two magnetic tape transports with a suitable
controller, These transports must be capable of
reading and writing data in I.B.M. compatible format
at a rate of 556 bits per inch at 75 inches per second

tape speed,
(a) The computer must possess the facility for connection

of two special purpose input-output devices. These
devices will supply and accept data in parallel form.
The Tenderer is to give full details of the
facilities offered for this purpose and required
signal levels.

7e PROGRAMME SUPPORT

Both an algebraic compiler and a symbolic assembly

programme are required and these should be capable of operation
in conjunction with the standard input-output and peripheral
equipment described above without intermediate programme output.
Some form of load and go operation is desired.
8, OFF-LINE EQUIPMENT

Fall information necessary for the specification of

paper tape preparation units is to be provided with the tender.

9. DATA THROUGHPUT REQUIREMENT

The computer is to be capable of continuous reading

oo 3

+
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of information at the rate of 2500 12bit words per second and

of concurrently assembling and outputting this information
in I.B.M. compatible records 100 characters long at the rate
of 50 per second,

The department will favour machines in which a higher
throughput rate can be attained. The capability of the system
to perform this task must be adequately demonstrated in the

tender.
10, TERMS OF LEASE

The computer is to be leased on the basis of single
shift operation i.e. a noninal176 hours of productive
operation per month, The Tenderer in addition is to state the

charges pertaining to extra use above the nominal monthly total,
41, INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE

The installation and maintenance of the machine is to

be the full responsibility of the Tenderer,
The Tenderer is to provide an on-call maintenance

service including all required replacement parts on the basis

of single shift operation for five days per week, The

Tenderer is to provide any required test equipment.

Routine maintenance is to be performed outside

normal departmental working hours,
The lease price shall include the cost of the above

maintenance service and all installation costs.

12, OPERATING CONDITIONS

The equipment must operate from 50c.p,s. mains power

at either 415 volts 3 phase or 240 volts single phase,

Equipment must operate satisfactorily with mains variations

of +
10%,

The equipment is to be installed in an air conditioned

area having a temperature of 20° + 3° centigrade and a relative

humidity of 40% to 60%,

The Tenderer is to state in the tender the heat

output, power input and power factor of the equipment.



DIGITAL EQUIPMENT AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.
15 TOOLANG ROAD, TURRAMURRA NORTH, N.S. W.

15th February, 1963.

Mr. Harlan E. Anderson,Digital Equipment Corporation,
MAYNARD. MASS.
U.S.A.

Dear Andy,
Your cable setting up our phone conversation for Sundayhas just arrived. I hope to settle some of the queries which areraised by this letter when we talk then.
The enclosed specification is for the computer mentioned

on page 5 of my hand written letter to you, dated 8th February.
I do not of course have enough technical litérature or technical
data to make up an adequate proposal to A.R.L. In particularthe first thing we need to know is whether we can meet the
delivery requirement for their configuration and their software
requirements.

Jack Masur believes this is between C.D.C. and ourselves.
I would like to visit A.R.L. next week to find out more about their
requirements and to assure them of our ability to provide technical
support in Melbourne.

Jack is of course very keen to get something going in
Melbourne and to quote his letter to me,

"It is imperative to have a computer here and we should
quote reasonable prices. I am quite happy to agree to a
commission reduction if need be. It is of paramount importance
to set up the first computer."

Actually of course, we are unlikely to get any publicity
value from these people because of security. However, it is the
kind of customer we are looking for and it would help us to be able
to say we have a computer in the country.

I am looking forward to talking to you on Sunday,
Very kind regards,

R. G. SMART.

CO, Me. Teh.



DIGITAL EQUIPMENT AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.
I5 TOOLANG ROAD, TURRAMURRA NORTH, N.S. W.

17th February, 1964.

Mr. Harlan E. Anderson,Vice President,Digital Equipment Corporation,
MAYNARD. MASS,U.S.A.

Dear Andy,
It was great to talk to you on Sunday, and of considerable

assistance to me. The main items now outstanding are:

1. Various queries relating to a PDP-5 prospect
(Anderson Analysis Pty. Ltd.), raised in myletter of 12th February. I plan to give them
a preliminary feasibility report on Tuesday,

installation requirements, etc. Could you also
advise how many are now on order, and how many
delivered?

to be confirmed in detail when I have more in-
formation regarding delivery, software costs

2. The answers to queries on PDP-4 for the Aero-
nautical Research Laboratory in Melbourne, raised
in my letter to you of 15th February, and also
page 5 of my hand written letter of 8th February.
The main point is, do we want to hire this machine
to them? I will discuss this proposition with ARL
late next week, and get in touch again.

3. My request for a supply of Technical literature on
PDP-4 and PDP-5 so I will have something to hand
out on these machines. F-51(B) and F-41(D) are
the kind of thing. Installation details for these
machines are also required (power, size, weight,
etc.), and software status for the PDP-5.

As you will see by the enclosures, our news releases got
into the Australian Financial Review in a special lift-out supple-
ment. This gives us good cover of business and finance houses.
You will also notice an advertisement directing attention to the



8 February 1964

Mr. Harlan E. Anderson
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts USA

Dear Andy:

This is a hasty note on progress out here plus some requests for information.

The Universities are proceeding nicely as faras | can judge. | have spoken
to all but ANU and will do that early in the coming week. | will visit them all in my
first week of duty for DEC. That is the week starting 17th Feb. The late closing date
at NSW has held everyone up fortunately and they will probably all meet late next
week at the earliest.

The general response to-date is that WA are quite taken with the idea of time
sharing and are making all sorts of schemes to make use of this facility. called you
last night to get a check on the remove sighting of the multiuser stations and of the
card reader. They have in mind about 100 yds. | said this was probably o.k. with a
good quality connecting line but could you cable an early reply advising any extra
cost for equipment which would be required. This will give me an excuse to call them
again early next week,

They would like to get rid of the compatible tape unit and buy a CRO and
light pen if the politics will allow. They have also asked if an IBM 407 tabulator
can be connected up for use as an extra card reader and printer. Not a very exciting
thought but their aim is to make some use of this machine which they have bought.
I'm looking into this by getting some data from IBM on the 407. It's not worth
spending much time on but if anyone in Maynard hes tried this inter-connection or
could hazard a guess at the cost | would like to hear. My main aim is to show Dennis
Moore we can deal with this kind of problem.

Monash are "unhappy about the software" by which they mean they want a promise
of COBOL or something like it within 12 to 18 months. Although we may beat this by being
so much more desirable pn hardware, Bellamy might have all Universities ganging up on
us and this could weaken our image. In my cable to you last night | asked if Dit Morse

Directed Compiler offer any hope. Ferranti Packard appear to be thinking out some short
had any bright ideas on the way in which COBOL could be provided. Does his Syntex

cuts to producing COBOL compiler. I'm not yet sure tw be necessary to offer the

could cost in money or programming time. Cliffe Bellamy has got another 25,000!
compiler but could use some more information such as how it could be done and what it

| expect to see Prof. Baxter (Vice Chanellor of NSW) on Monday and will call

word sore. would say we were in a good position , although ICT are making a concerted

Anything you can send him directly or through me would help. Have you been visited

on Les Hill. Les Is also very taken up with time sharing and is very keen on the 32,000

attack. Prof. Brian Speedy could be a weak spot as he Is very friendly with ICT people.

by Prof. John Blatt yet? He will have a loud say and possibly a big say and he is against
FP6000 and ICT I think. | would appreciate hearing how Blatt's visit went.



Page Two February 8, 1964

At the committee meeting of the NSW Computer Society last Thursday,
Prof, Bennett, Chris Wallace (Sydney Univ.) and Brian Speedy spoke in praise of
the PDP~6. John Bennett fully expects his project with the DEC oscilloscope to go
through soon.

Our news releases are not being accepted in the Sydney papers and | haven't
heard any reports from other states. If | can't crack this soon I'll get a P.R. Consulta nt
on the job. The computer population nearly all know about us so | haven't got too
excited about the general public yet. | plan to put a general staff advertisement in
the papers next Saturday, partly to advertise the company and partly to get some more
names (mainly from other States) on the "waiting list" of potential employees, so we
can pick them up quickly when the time comes.

| would like to have an up to date list (or at least the latest published list) of
technical publications, to help sort out J.J.'s literature and to get mine up to date. Is
there an up to date version of the PDP-6 Bulletin F-61? That is, something can hand
out in quantity. As you know, have very little literature except on the PDP-6. Is there
a crate of stuff on the way yet? Also are the reprints of the time sharing papers coming
soon? Finally, as regards publications, | would like to be kept up to date on program
development. ICT's attack on us will Pprobably be based on an untried machine and
untried software. They read this in Adams booklet and although I've been holding up
DEC's end satisfactorily they may attack us openly at the Universities, since they have
very little in their favour ina straight clean run.

We have a long term prospect of selling Cca PDP-6 to an Australian Stock Exchange.
Ferranti Packard already have one in at Toronto. I'll write about this separately in more

detail. Does anyone at Maynard have experience of stock exchange systems operating in

real time or of the Toronto system in particular?

The last item originates from J.J. who has some "inside" information about a
Government department who have bought a machine on long delivery (over 12 months)

to get to this directly but the business depends on our agreeing fo rent a PDP-4 for about
12 months. The configuration is approximately: -

and who wish to rent a PDP-4 for the intervening 12 months or so. | haven't been able

PDP-4 with 16K store (or 8K this is not clear).
Extended Arithmetic element.
Printed/Keyboard
Paper Tape Reader and Purch.
Probably a compatible tape (I'm vague about this requirement,
"556 bpi" was given to J.J.)
Algebraic compiler
Symbolic Assembler.

The questions J.J. is asking are: -

1. What is our shortest delivery of this equipment and software?

(he is looking for a few months! )
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2. Are we interested in a deal of this kind on rental?

3. If (2) is yes, what fraction of the purchase price is the monthly rental,
(1/30) or even less generous?

Would you be able to cable on these questions please?

Our IBM Executive typewriter with mid-century type is on about six to eight
weeks delivery and costs about 380. I'll put in an order this week-end and rent a
substitute pending its delivery. My secretary has agreed to come to Digital at 18 per
week starting Monday 17th February or soon after. The banking forms should be finished
early next week and 1 can finance the business up to about the 20th Feb.! 1 guess
you will be able to send out some cash before then. On the practical point of spending
money on capital items eg. typewriter, office furniture, etc., the solicitor is a bit
bothered about this} mainly what authority we have in this respect in Australia. My
understanding is that | should go ahead with typewriter (380 approx.), desk and chair
for self and secretary, steel cabinets, visitors chairs, etc., initial furniture requirements
being about 300 to 500. will have a more detailed picture of estimated costs completed
next week. Is John Fadiman's arrival date set yet? Do you require medical report for
secretarial staff and if so is form 500-9/63 the one?

Well it was a great pleasure meeting you, Bob and Alan and I'm greatly looking
forward to getting busy (full time) for Digital. Sorry for handwriting this rather lengthy
letter!

With very best wishes,
Yours Sincerely,

Ron Smart
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classified ads in Saturday's papers (reference my letter to youof 8th February). We also had a very brief mention in one Sydney
newspaper. The trade journal, Modern Office & Data Equipment,
has promised to show our releases in the next issue (February).
I am making occasional use of the Advertising and P.R. firm,Joel Asher (the one you suggested).

Very best wishes,

R. G. SMART,
RGS.JD General Manager.

C.Ce fir. John Fadiman

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD
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DIGITAL EQUIPMENT AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.
15 TOOLANG ROAD, TURRAMURRA NORTH, N.S. W.

18th February, 1964.

Mr. Harlan E, Anderson,
Vice President,
Digital Equipment Corporation,
MAYNARD. MASS,
U.S.A.

Dear Andy,

I will be setting off tomorrow for Canberra, Perth on Thursday, and back
to Melbourne on Friday. This should give me a good picture of how the Uni-
versities are thinking.

Today I visited Professor Vowels. The University of New South Wales is
in no hurry to make up its mind, mainly because some mamfacturer or mamfac-
turers are dropping strong hints that they have some new equipment coming out.

can't be stopped, perhaps it could be slowed down by not being too free with
technical details on the micro-tapes. They won't, of course, get any technical
information in Australia, however I don't know whether they have made a formal
approach to D.E.C. or whether they have some other source of information. It
is possible that I am mistaken about this "improvement" to their FP6000, but I
spoke briefly with Ien Sharp (Programming Manager, and quite a good salesman),
who has come out from Toronto again, and he seemed to be hinting strongly in
this direction.

IBM would be in this category, and I strongly suspect that 1.C.T are thinking
thoughts bout connecting micro-tapes onto their FP6000, Although this

He seems to be definitely in the market for a CRT display and light pen for
one of his existing users.

Les Hill, from New South Wales, has asked me to clarify the pricing on the
magnetic drum and input/output processor.

1. Does the $95,000 in your price list include the drum and

processor complete?

2, What would be the price of one additional drum?

I made some reference, while talking to Professor Vowels, to the visit of
John Blatt and his comments on software. Vowels is very keen to keep machine

selection under his control, and would like me to give him a copy of your letter
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in reply to the points raised by John Blatt, Anything we want to say concerning
software and our ability to supply this would be accepted by Professor Vowels
as part of the tender.

On the question of software development in general for Australian PDP-6's,
I had the vague impression that you thought we might do some of this develop-
ment in Australia. Although I didn't respond vigorously at the time, I have
since thought that there may well be some merit in doing this. I didn't mention
this to Professor Vowels, but he asked me whether we would entertain the idea of
the University developing software for the PDP-6 under our sponsorship. I am

vague at the moment about just what software might be done in this way, but what
is your reaction to this approach? I think Professor Vowels has in mind that he
would like to have some development work done in his School. Perhaps you would

keep this in mind and advise me of any projects, not necessarily in the program-
ming field, which we could suggest to him?

Further to the question on a PDP-5 for Anderson Analysis Pty. Itd., there
is one additional query. The system I want to propose is to have an output
typewriter, and I imagined using a 33 ASR teleprinter. I have just discovered
through their agents, however, that this has only an 8-inch carriage, whereas
the customer should really be able to type on foolscap lengthwise. This means

that we would need at least a 12$-inch carriage. It would also be aconsiderable
advantage to be able to prepare duplimats for off-set printing on this output
typewriter.

The question is, can we offer such a machine? Would it be a special job,
or could it be quoted at a reasonable price? Although this PDP-5 prospect might
sound a bit messy, I feel it is worth pursuing the question further since this
could give us a market area in Australia which is, at present, untouched - that

is, for a low priced computer suitable for low volume data processing, but which

could be built up by the addition of micro~tapes and a line printer. I would

like some advice on this PDP-5 configuration soon.

Our final query concerns the CRT display and light pen for Sydney University,
who wish to couple these up to their KDF-9, I have verbal advice that we have

the order, and that written confirmation should be forthcoming in a week or two.

We won't get this confirmation, however, until we can provide enough information

on which the University can place an order. Could I therefore have prices, del-

ivery and enough technical description to make it possible for the University's
requirements to be specified and for an order to be placed? They will require
the following:

a) CRT displey type 30 (or similar). Do you offer different
phosphors, e.g. P7, P15, P24, and if so, what are their
relative characteristics and prices?

b) The light pen type 370 (or is there a later version?).

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD
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They will also probably want:

ec) Incremental display type 330 (or similar), I assume we
don't need the grid line generator if we have the incre-
mental display.

d) Character generator type 33 (or similar).

It has not heen possible to put a lot of thought into which of these units
should be ordered because we lack technical data on how they operate and how

they might be coupled up together. It sounds as though Dr. Chris Wallace at
Sydney University would like to do his own electronics, but he is sadly in need
of guidance on the best way to use our equipment.

A rather vital factor I cannot extract from our present literature is the
persistance characteristics of the CRT phosphors. The second mystery is the
operating system used with a light pen. What is normally done to interrupt the
output display so as to keep track of the light pen position? How does one find
the light pen in the first place? Can these things be done with a fast scan
which doesn't interrupt the picture being displayed, and roughly how long does
it take to find the light pen at random? Once it has been approximately located,
I assume that the light pen circuitry includes registers which hold the digital
position of the light pen when it was last illuminated.

to hearing from you on this question soon, as it would be nice to tell PDP-6
prospects that we already have other business signed up in Australia.

I think vou will follow our problem from what I have said. I look forward

The 3,000 arrived, and is on its way into our account, Many thanks - this
should keep us going for a while

Very best wishes,

eC

aGS.JD General Manager.
R. G. SMART,

e.c. Mr. J. Fadiman.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD
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February 19, 1964

Mr, Harlan E, Anderson, Vice President
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Anderson:

Please consider this notice of a meeting of the Board of
Directors of Digital Equipment Corporation, to be held at the
offices of American Research and Development Corporation, 200

Berkeley Street, Boston, Massachusetts, on Wednesday, March
11, 1964, at 9:30 a.m.

I shall appreciate your indicating on the enclosed copy
whether or not you plan to attend the meeting, returning the
copy to me.

Very truly yours,

y) J aom,
Dorothy E, Rowe
Clerk

DER: ah
Enclosures



@ OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT

PHILCO CORPORATION
a suenousy or Motor Company,

PHILADELPHIA 34
TECHNICAL STAFF PENNSYLVANIA

February 20th, 1964

Mr. Harlan E. Anderson
Vice President

Maynard, Massachusetts
Equipment Corporation

14 Main Street

Dear Harlan:
Just a brief note of appreciation for the time taken
to acquaint me with your company. Needless to say,I found the visit with you most enlightening. I shall
look forward to visiting you occasionally during
future trips to Boston,

Again, let me invite you and Ken to visit with us at
Phileo. If you will advise me of any plans you have
to visit Philadelphia, I will arrange for you to have
an opportunity to visit our microelectronics operation.
Again, my thanks for the' many courtesies extended to
me.

Sincerely yours,

S. Dean Wanlass

Best regards.

:



24 February 1964

Dr. Walter I. Wells
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Lincoln Laboratory
Lexington 73, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wells

Thank you for your letter of 6 February. We appreciate the
courteay and patience you've shown in the matter of the 510
Magnetic tape control.

Digital's primary concern in this matter is to insure that
your system is completely operational as soon as possible,
We xealize that our difficulties with the tape system have
been a great inconvenience to you, and we will do everything
possible to minimize any further inconvenience, If further
work is required on the 510 we will be happy to perform such
work at those times most convenient to you. Contact myself
or Mr. Shields for anything you may need,

The interim tape system which we loaned to you is urgently
required for other work. Obviously, you must continue to use
it until the 510 can be checked out, accepted, and programmed
to handle the job. At the same time, we would like to have
some idea of when we can have the loaned system available. We

feel that it would be reasonable to expect the shift to take
place within one month after the 510 has been checked out and
accepted. In addition, it should be possible to complete the
checkout and acceptance testing of the system within one month
from the date it was re-installed, even though such work is
not to interfere with your scheduled operations.
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If these arrangements are acceptable to you, it means that
the hardware will be accepted by 3 March, you can plan on
having your final system operational no later than 3 April,
and we will have our tape units available to us by that date,

Very truly yours,

Robert J. Beckman, Manager
Customer Relations

RJB/eb

cc/Harlan Anderson
Vice President, D. E. GC,"



DIGITAL EQUIPMENT AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.
15 TOOLANG ROAD, TURRAMURRA NORTH, N.S. W.

24th February, 1964.

Mr. Harlan E. Anderson,
Vice President,
Digital #quipment Corporation,
MAYNARD. MASS,
U.S.A.

Dear Andy,
I'm very pleased that Alan Kotok will be out here on

Sunday next (1st March) for two weeks. His main task is to
explain enough of the workings of the software to convince
people that time sharing will really work and the necessary
software will be delivered with the machines. The software
manuals are very useful, but leave many unexplained mysteries,
particularly regarding the workings of Monitor in conjunction
with the multi-user stations. Efficient on-line debugging is
hard to follow from the existing technical writeups, which
suggest the computer is fully occupied while examining and
modifying one's program with DDT-6. It would be nice if this
were done as an editing operation and that the computer was
only fully occupied by debugging when the program was given
a trial run with breakpoints keyed in beforehand. Will DDT-6
deal with Fortran or only Macro-6? Does Fortran have its own

debugging?
As well as explaining how the software will work, could

Alan also give a status report or times when various packages
will be completed? It would help to say how the relocation
and protection registers will be used in the monitor system.
The general idea of time sharing has been well sold in Aust---
ralia, but there is some criticism by other companies (which
don't have it) that it is not practical on University size
configurations.

ANU in particular have been convinced that the 7040 and
Elliott 503 and CDC 3200 can all time share with some sort of
memory protection. They are the only ones thinking this way,
and a detailed consideration of our monitor system, mentioning
the role of memory protection, should help clarify their thinik-

At present they are favouring a conventional 4--tape system
(no microtape, no multiusers), put it may be possible to convertin:
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them, if they see a smooth system allowing efficient debugging
with multiuser stations and effective time sharing of i/o op-
erations with compiling and running of programs. If ANU stick
to conventional tape units and only have four of them, can we
still time share input with compute or output with compute with
the monitor system provided? They are very impressed by our
speed, but are not convinced they need it!

Which Fortran II is ours an extension of? The 7090, 7040
or 1620 version? This is a question from ANU. Could Alan bring
out the particular Fortran II so we can show it to people?

Our biggest obstacle in Perth is to have the company accep-
ted as able to deliver machine and software on time and to
specification (they love our machine). The same issues are
certainly in the minds of ANU and probubly NSW. Could Alan
bring information on the typical performance of our systems

schedule. Cin we say who is getting the first PDP-6, and how
close to schedule we are running? Are there other PDP-6 orders
yet? Perth and Monash say our performance is so
good for the price that there must be a catch somewhere. They
think it is in the software. I have said:

PpP-1, -4, ana -5 as regards reliability keeping to delivery

i) The machine is very new, and newer machines are
better value for money.

ii) We sell the odules as well as the computers.
This enazles us to mass produce the components
fron which machines are fabricated, and thus
spread the cevelopment costs.

iii) T also wanted to say we had a specially clever
design staff, but that sounded too cheeky! Are
there other reasons?

The following particular questions arose in Perth:

the bells and whistles? THley very much want
one but can't find $40,000. Dennis Moore sug-
gested we donate one and in return they will
prepare crystallographic programs for the PDP-6
library. These programs could be a good selling
point; has the idea any appeal?

a) Could they get a CRT and light pen without all

b) Again for the crystallographers, they wish to
put a "goniometer" on line, supplying and re-

ceiving, data in serial character mode (like a

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD
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teletype). The data input rate would be a
maximum of 35 decimal digits in a serial burst
every second, with an output rate of about 1/30of this. A 500 word editing program would putthe data on a microtape for a subsequent solid
computing effort.
Our company image would be improved by some on-
the-spot service, if Alan could bring out the
design of the i/o control for a teletype or
similar one character device so they can see
what sort of interface is needed and what it
might cost for the goniometer which they are
at present designing.

c) Just how easy is it to couple in an extra i/o
device, and what are some rules of thumb for
estimating the cost of such an interface (i.e.
$x minimum plus $y for each bit in the register).
Perth wish to couple in analogue devices, doingtheir own A/D conversion. Presumably this too
can be handled in a serial manner (at the expense
of machine time), and we want to give a cost esti-
mate and to indicate what signals etc. we require.
The probdlem is very similar to the goniometer.

e) The power mains in Perth are not too stable. It
is suspected that the frequency moves by more
than one cycle per second. Is the tolerance on
our power supplies more than a cycle per second,
or is this quite critical Decause of the tuned
transformers?

Turning to the question of commercial software, am sure
we must provide packages to sort files on tape, update tape files
from cards or paper tape, printout business reports from magnetic
tape files, etc. These things could easily be written in Macro-6
or based on software already scheduled, once a standard approach
to file formats on tape was established. Such facilities would
probably satisfy all but Monash initially. Perhaps we could do
these in Australia. Alan's comments on these routines would be
very helpful.

Regarding "Compact Cobol", I believe this is the official
name of a Cobol for small computers, specified by the CODASYL

specification for this? Could he also bring out the latest pos-
ition on our Syntax Directed Compiler? It would be nice to have
committee res ,onsible for Cobol itself. Could Alan bring out a

Compact Cobol by the end of 1965, leaving time to get the major
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD
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scientific software out of the way beforehand. I don't think
we need offer it any sooner, even to Monash.

Monash want to read IBM data tape with economic data pre-
pared on CDC machines in Canberra. This cuts out microtapes
unless someone has microtapes and compatible tape on the one
machine.

On the question of buying time back, someone has offered
ANU about 22,000 ($48,500) to buy back time over two years, and
they asked whether we would do anything. Monash has been offered
about 70,000 ($150,000) by CDC who want time for program devel-
opment. They are giving up eight hours per day for this discount!
I feel our equipment is so much better that we need not spend so
much on buy back. On 5th March, however, the other universities
are going to discover that NSW is being offered 5% extra discount
for use of the machine, and tiey may be feeling "left out of it".
I would like to consider this matter further in the hope of find-
ing a legitimate reason for a modest buy back. We might even
consider a gift of a microtape control and twin drive to ANU (as-
suming they buy conventional tape) in return for use of it to
convert microtapes from elsewhere to IBM compatible. We might
give Perth the CRT and pen (without character and vector generator)
in return for preparing crystallographic software and some use of
the PDP-6 by us; e.g. demonstrating the CRT. More of this later.

As advised by 'phone yesterday, ARL have about 24,000 ($53 000)

and 63 ch/s paper tape, monitor typewriter, extended arithmetic and
two 556 bpi compatible tapes. They also require an i/o interface
to couple into an A/D/A device, dealing with say 18 bits in parallel.
We can come somewhere near the price except for the duty and sales
tax, which we would have to pay before renting the machine out to
ARL. I will check this officially today and write again, but the
position is as follows as far as I know:

to spend on having PDP-4 for 12 months with 4096 words, 300 h/s

(e.g. ARL, CSIRO) carries no duty or sales tax.a) Equipment purchased by universities and governments

by us to anyone carries duty and sales tax, payableb) Equipment purchased by private enterprise or rented

as an initial charge.
The amounts concerned are as follows:

74% of "list price"duty
124% of (list price + duty )sales tax

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD
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or alternatively, use "invoice price to Australian subsidiary
plus 20%", in place of "list price". IBM show a very low in-
voice price and by this means get very low initial charges.

Assuming the ARL machine is 66,000, the duty (on list
price) is 4,950 and the sales tax 8,850, adding a total of
13,800. Because of this we would have to make a special deal
to keep within their budget.

Could Alan bring out some details (including configuration
requirements) of the existing Fortran for PDP-4 and the new
tape version? Could he also bring out advice on delivery of
the type 570 tape units etc. for PDP-4? Perhaps we could give
them microtapes in July, and add the compatibles soon after.

I don't anticipate any trouble setting up the programming
and maintenance support in Melbourne. I would, however, like
to have Robin Frith's suggestions of likely employees to add
to what we already have on the list. I have in mind an elec-
trical engineer with both computer maintenance and programming
experience - a good fellow - who would like to join DEC.

be looking forward to picking up Alan at Mascot air-
port on Sunday morning, and we will arrange his accommodation
and our visits to other States. I'm sorry to be dragging him
back again so soon, but he will be a very great help in getting
these orders.

Professor Billings, Chairman of Perth computer committee,
said thet I.C.T would fly Dennis Moore to Toronto to see the
FP6000. He asked if we would consider doing the same. He is
genuinely concerned about the "newness" of our machine, and
would want to be sure before finally placing the order. We

must not under-estimate their concern about buying from an un-
known supplier. Alan should come prepered to talk about things
such as - how the prototype is coming, when production started
for the production models, when the first is expected, etc.
If we were forced into flying Dennis over to the States, we
could probably get a letter of intent or something first, say-
ing that they would buy if everything is found to be as we

had said. We don't want to fly someone over from every uni-
versity, so Dennis would have to go on behalf of them all.
Also, we don't want to appear to be bribing Dennis into giving
us the order! Alternatively, we should be able to get an inde-
pendent witness, resident in U.5.A, to report on PDP-6. Do

you know of anyone suitable for this sort of task?

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD
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So I can do some budgeting on servicing these PDP-6 systems,
could you advise how much of the selling price will be available
to the Australian company? I need this to plan software backup,
which is very important to us of course.

Very best wishes,

R. G. SHART,
RGS.JD General Manager.

@ c.c. Mr. John Fadiman.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD
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DIGITAL EQUIPMENT AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.
I5 TOOLANG ROAD, TURRAMURRA NORTH, N.S. W.

26th February, 1964,

Mr. Jon Fadiman,
Special Systems Department,
Digital Equipment Corporation,
MAYNARD. MASS,
U.S.A.

Dear Jon,
Very many thanks for your letter of 20th February.

We are looking forward to your visit out here towards the end
of March, and I think perhaps I should be routing some of my
queries through you rather then sending them directly to Andy.

Regarding the PDP-4 proposal for ARL in Melbourne, I
was mistaken in saying (in my letter dated 24th February to

the machine to ARL. The position is that, regardleas of whether
the arrangement is rental or purchase, we don't pay sales tax
when the equipment is going to a Government Department or Uni~
versity.

12$% sales tax if we rentedAndy) that we would have to pay a

The position regarding import duties ia rather more

complicated. If the equipment is sold directly to Digital
Equipment Australia Pty. Ltd. from DEC, then duty is payable
and the rate is 74% of list price (current domestic value).
This applies regardless of to whom we subsequently sell or rent
the equipment. If, however, the equipment is going to a Govern-
ment Department or University and they place their order directly
on DEC rather than on the Australian subsidiary, then no duty is
payable. This is clear enough in the case of a sale. When we

come to the question of rental, however, as applies to ARL, the
position is a little more complex. My understanding here is
that we again would not pay duty provided the transaction was
between ARL and the parent company overseas. I understand that
the finance for rental would be provided from DEC rather than
from Australia, and under these circumstances it appears that\ no duty would be paid.

Would you be able to advise me fairly soon how the
rental negotiations would be organised between DEC, ARL, and
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ourselves? Armed with specific information on this question, Ican again do battle with the Customs people in Australia and geta firm ruling. I am enclosing a pamphlet issued by the Customs
people describing some aspects of customs duty in Australia, and
you will notice that the Customs Department have a representativein New York at 630 Fifth Avenue, New York 20.

I also discussed briefly with these people what conces~sions we would have if we did some local assembly or manufacturing.
We can go into this later on when you are out here,

Very best wishes,

@ RGS.JD $Encl, General Manager.
R. G. SMART

c.c. Mr. Harlan E. Anderson.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD
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26 Feb, 64,Dear Mr. Anderson,
Thank you for your letter of Feb 19th, which arrived today, as well as your

earlier letter with the cheque for my expenses for the visit to Maynard,
I am happy to hear that my letter had the intended effects it would have been

a shame to spoil a basically nice machine through insufficient software effort.
There is one comment I'd like to make about priorities, now that you are

reconsidering your software scheduling, In my opinion, the most critical area
is the FORTRAN compiler. In fact, the PDP-6 will stand or fall largely on that
score, The point is the following: The hardware design assumes that efficient
use is going to be made of the 16 special memory locations; otherwise the machine
would be somewhat slower than some competing machines. One can make very good use
of 16 special locations by machine-language (I mean assembler-language) programming,
but for a number of reasons there will be rather little of that. The small prog=
rammers don't know enough, or care enough about programme efficiency, to use anything
except FORTRAN or ALGOL, The big users, like myself, do care about our running
times; but my own programmes are generally so big that I would have no hope of

language. For example, SCANDALYcontains some 50000 machine commands, in a
chain with 5 links, By the time such a programme is debugged, the machine is out of
date, and one must start all over again, Thus, again it is FORTRAN programming

debugging them in any reasonable time if they,vere writ ten in assembler

almost entirely.
The development of a FORTRAN compiler which makes really efficient use

of your 16 memory locations is an exceedingly difficult (admittedly also a rather
fascinating) problem, and will require the very highest programming skill. It
can not, in my opinion, be done through any "modular" concept; on the contrary,
the compiler will have to have some "global" features, and I would anticipate that
special source language statements may be necessary to enable the compiler to
recognize a tight inner loop and deal with it efficiently,

I was very impressed, during mf short discussion at KEYDATA, with the
programming skill of Adams Associates. I am wondering whether, if you are planning
to use them at all, it might not be wiser to let them get involved in the compiler
programming in addition to, or perhaps instead of, the writing of library subroutines,
Library subroutines are basically a much easier task, and can be farmed out among
a number of programmers, Compiler writing is probably the most difficult programming
known to man, and mist be done by a very small tight group, preferably just two
or three people, all of whom have considerable experience and ingenuity.

The difference between the SDS compiler and the IBM or CDC compilers is
remarkable, and I believe SDS used an outside software firm to write the compiler,

SDS has a one-pass compiler on their smallest macYine; I saw their SDS 920
compiler in operation, and it is almost too good to be true, The quality of the
SDS compilers is a strong point in favour of any SDS machine, By comparism, the
mathematical subroutines and even the operating system are of much less importance.
Hither or both can be improved and revised by the user, without prohibitive effort.
But rewriting a compiler is harder than writing one in the first place, and is
quite out of the question,

I hope these remarks are useful to you,
SincerelyYours

John Blatt
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* tDigital Equipment Corp.,

4*

Maynard,:
Mass, U.S.A.+

gt

+
4 a

Dear Mr. Anderson,
1a ay Vs gt 5

>

Thank you very mugh 4
recent correspondencefor-our on'the'.

Type 57A Control Unit. As you will have probably realised from
7

my silence for'the last month or so' this project has run into*
+. Gifficulties. In fact we are now having to abandon it. 'The reasons .

are various but'can be summed up by saying that if we were to buythis tape system it would reduce the amount of money available for

a 4

4

peripheral equipment that we now believe will have a higher utilization. A?

One of these pieces of peripheral equipment is a C.R.T. displayunit. This is something that our work urgently requires and I
have been assured that funds are available for such a unit. I have'been reading about your type 340 Display Unit. I feel certain thatit would be ideal for our application, May I ask the following

. questions:

4 4 a3

>
7

7

i) What phosphor decay times are available?
ii) Would there be space in the Units racks to mount a

Tektronix 'scope - a 561 or 5362 We would need this
so that we could photograph displays. 4

4

iii) Do you have an alternative suggestion to ii) for
photographing displays?

iv) The cost of the complete 340? 7

v) The price reductions for purchasing the 340 without
the vector or character modes?

4

vi) 'The price increase for purchasing the 340 with the 36 bit
interface?

vii) Delivery time?

Thanking you once more for your help in the past.
Yours faithfully, 1 4 7

A4

+ 7
2

:

D. H. Lord

7
a

4
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4
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COMPUTER
OFFICE

3021 WEST CLAY STREET
RICHMOND 30, VIRGINIA

TEL 703 / 389-2473
TWX 703 / 389-5662

March 9, 1964

Mr. Harlan Anderson, Vice President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Anderson: e

Thank you for your hospitality when Mr. Grossimon and I
visited your plant last week. I certainly hope that the

visiting with you again and if you or any of your associates
day will come when your company and ours can have some

mutually beneficial associations. I would certainly enjoy

get down Richmond way, I hope.you will stop in.

Very truly yours,

COMPUTER SYSTEMS, Inc.

71

D. B. Morrissett
Executive Vice President

DBM/fs

« « FORT. WASHINGTON PENNSYLVANIA



HON
MINNEAPOLIS-HONEYWELL REGULATOR COMPANY

R.O,PASH
Principal Advisor
Manufacturing Industries

March 9, 1964

Mr. Harlan Anderson, Vice President
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts.

Dear Andy:

I was interested in reading the attached news item in Sunday's
Boston Globe. I hope the Coast Guard's findings and evaluation
will lead to your application of computers on the 30 ice patrol
ships mentioned.

I was looking forward to Bob Blucke's and my get-to-gether with
you in Wellesley on February 27. I understand from Bob, however,
that we are trying for another date later this month. I will be
anxious to visit your facilities also some time in the near
future.

Dorothy and I enjoyed so much our visit with you and Lois in
your lovely home in Concord. We are leaving this Wednesday for
a two-week's stay in the Mid-West. Dorothy will he visiting our
friends and family in Freeport while I am travelling, although I
will be in Freeport two weekends. Upon our return we would like
for you to spend an evening with us in Weston.

Best regards.
Sincerely,

R. D. Pash

Enc.
RDP:wpc

ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING COUNCIL 60 WALNUT STREET WELLESLEY HILLS, MASSACHUSETTS 02181
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o
GROUP SALES AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT

MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
BOSTON, MAS SACHUSETTS

March 10, 196)

Mr. Richard Milis
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Mass.

Dear Dick:

This is to confirm our telephone conversation of March 6 in which I
informed you that the John Hancock had agreed to provide insurance
coverage for Digital personnel who are foreign nationals working
outside the continental limits of the United States.

As you know premium and claims for these individuals are payable in
the United States and in United States dollars. I understand this
procedure is agreeable with Digital Equipment Corporation.

Incidentally, it is not necessary to have an amendment to the
contract in order to extend insurance to foreign nationals. These
persons are subject to the same contractual provisions and will be
insured in the same manner as any new employee of your company.

I trust this resolves the problem to your satisfaction. If you have
need for further information, please let me know.

Very truly yours,

Home Office Representative

FVD: ss

JOHN HANCOCK STILL MAKES INDEPENDENCE POSSIBLE

BOSTON GROUP OFFICE
Room 1215 Batterymarch Building

89 Broad Street
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02110

Telephone 482-2920

Frank V. DeYorio



> DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
AUSTRALIA PTY.LTD.dlilg t a

Colman House, Cnr Walker & Berry St, North Sydney.
Page 2.

Mr. Harlan E. Anderson. 13th March, 1964.

Moore checks the hardware and software. Their present
thinking is that they will suggest we pay one fare and
Ferranti-Packard pay the other, on the basis of a letter
which says they will buy from one or the other manufacturer.
Personally, I would favour an arrangement whereby they gave
us a letter of intent to the exclusion of Ferranti, and that
we pay both fares but subtract this amount from the discount
we would allow them. While it is a great pity to have to
adopt these tactics to sell our machine, it may well be
worth it to get the matter settled in a reasonable time.
Their present thinking is that they are afraid to be the
first one to order PDP-6, and for this reason do not expect
to progress the question until New South Wales decide what
they will do. This, of course, will not be until after
7th April when IBM announce their new machine.

This is all very frustrating, not only for us, but
for Dennis Moore and the other technical people in the
University who want to get the equipment ordered and start
planning their work around it.

ANU seem even less capable to making up their minds,
but we will be up there tomorrow morning to see what we
can do. John Blatt seems at the moment to be coming out
fairly strongly on our side, although IBM have been telling
New South Wales that they want to make them a special offer
in conjunction with their new machine. The Vice Chancellor
seems fairly brain-washed by IBM and, in fact, the Australian
Atomic Energy Commission have decided to rent a 7040 and this
would be available to New South Wales pending the arrival of
their new equipment. I plan to visit the Vice Chancellor
when Jon Fadiman is here to see if we can improve our
position with him.

Regarding the ARL PDP-4, they are pretty definite about
requiring a pair of our high performance compatible tape
drives when the machine is first delivered. Does this mean
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DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
AUSTRALIA PTY.LTD.dj i g t a

Colman House, Cnr Walker & Berry St, North Sydney.
Page 3

Mr. Harlan E. Anderson, 13th March, 1964.

we cannot compete? When could we supply these drives (75"
per second, 556 bits per inch)?

Very many thanks for sending Alan out for the fort-
night. It was very well worth while. We are expecting to
move into the office next week, and to get things into some
sort of shape before the arrival of Jon Fadiman on Sunday
week,

@ R. G. SMART,
RGS.JD General Manager.

Very best wishes,
\\
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PTY. LTD
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT «

Colman House, Cnr Walker & Berry St, North Sydney

13th March, 1964.

Mr. Harlan E. Anderson,Vice President,Digital Equipment Corporation,
MAYNARD. MASS,

Alan has been a marvellous help out here during

was just the right man since we had a good
of enquiries to deal with on both the programming
hardware side.

he Seminar in Canberra did us quite a lot of good
and established the superiority of our machine

hings in W.A. at the moment look very good in
1 the potential users and technical people seem
out strongly in favour of our machine. FP6000

U.S.A.

Dear Andy,

these 1ast two weeks. I will leave him to relate all
the happenings to you when he returns. As it turned
out, he
number
and the

I feel,
over the other hot contenders, which are CDC, Ferranti-
Packard » and IBM.

a
that al
to come
is the only acceptable opposition since they are insist-
ing on time sharing.
problem of people not being able to make the final dec

We have however run into the

asion for fear of making mistake. My interpretation
s that Ferranti-Packard are only being kept in there

as a back-stop.
The second complication is that the Deputy Vice

Chancellor, Professor C. J. B. Clews (physicist) seems
fairly openly to be aiming for a free trip to the States,
and is trying to achieve this on the pretext of investi-
gating the financial standing of the company while Dennis



Mr. H. Anderson.

dustralian Mnager,
Marsh 13th,Hr. Ron Smart,

Digital Equipment Cerporation,
15 Tooland Road,
Purremrre Forth. N.8.%.

Bear Ron,
Many thanks to Gene Kotek and yourself fer the pleasant

last Wonday, which I enjoyed thoroughly. A couple of points have ocourred te
me since, especially concerning the "Vecter Fortran".

4a I first beard of it at Canberra, the ides te peruit PORTRAF
statements

MIMENSION A(10,10), 10), 6(10), x10,10), 10,10)

Be Are

A=
Aw DE
A= 0.0

Ba 3 +9

and wore complex statements containing vector or matrix additions, subtractions,
and multiplications. These statements all imply fast tight loops, and could be
decoded into loops with the machine commands occupying the 16 fast memory locations
of the PIP 6. The compiler would oheck that the dimension statements are consistent
with the algebraic meaning of the statements, and print ont diagnostios if they
are not.

It seems te mo that a modification of this idea would be sensible, useful,
and easy to implement. In practice, one often assigns array dimensions a bit more

generous than needed at the moment, with a view towards later increase without
having to recompile everything. Or, again, the effective array size my vary during
execution of the programme, whereas the dimension statement mst remain

throughout on.

Tims there might well be aa additional statement, for which I have not thought
up & good name, but let's onl] i USEAGE for now. This is like a dimension statenent,
but defines the effective size of the matrices eto., at the moment. For example,
if the statement

A(5,6), 15)» 6(6)

to appear

Bau A*e

would produce the 5 desired components of the veetor 3, wsing a 5-ly-6

after the dimension statenent above, the subsequent FORTRAF statement

and the first 6 components of C only.



:

Unlike the BIMENSION statement, the USEAGE statement may occur several tines
in the same programme, redefining USEAGE as required, and furthermore, USEACE may
contain symbolic sizes, i.e., USKAGE A(N,M).

The second point of this letter is the possibility of including a statenent
called TIME PLEASE . When plared before a normal FORTEAN statement, the statexent
TINE PLEASE has twe effects :

1) It instructs the compiler te translate the executable statement in such
a as to minimise machine time im execution, rather than storage space used

or time taken for compiling.

2) It instructs the compiler to print out, after compilation, the number of
machine cycles needed to execute the object programe section generated ly the
exeoutable FORTRAN statement.

It seems to that TIME PLEASE is not hard to implement (certainly part 2 is
trivially easy), and would be exceedingly useful to "type B programmers".

The third point of this letter is to ask for your consideration of the
following propositions The Sohool of Mathematics in the University of New South Wales
is very much concerned with the quality (or lack of it) of the High Sehool teaching
of Mathematics, and we are already doing some things about it. One of these things
is an inne? Mathematics Competition, the prises for which are donated to us by IML.
However, this happens only once a year, and we would like something more regular.
We would like to put out a High School Mathematics Magazine, on the lines of the
very successful ventures in Hungary, the USSR, and more recently the USA. The main
"feature" of such a Magasine would be a regular set of problems, with solutions to
be sent in, the best solution (along with the name of the student submitting it) te
be printed in the next issue. There is no difficulty with finding problems, and
the Mathematics Association of New South Wales has very kindly agreed to take a major
part in the sifting of the student returns. But we do need a emall amount of money

pay for printing and distribution costs. Approximately & 400 per issue of the
magazine would cover it, and we are planning initially on 5 issues per year.
I wonder whether DEC would consider subsidising this venture, in erchangs for the
resulting publicity; we would of course acknowledge this support in a prominent
position in the Magasine.

Please let me know how Digital Equipment Corporation feels about this.

Sincerely yours,

Matt,
Head. School of Mathematics.

c/
Mr. Harlan Anderson,
Prof. R. Vowels,
Mr. JD. Graham.



LYBRAND, Ross Bros. & MONTGOMERY

CooPers & LYBRAND 8O FEDERAL STREET
IN AREAS OF THE WORLD

OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES BOSTON 10

March 17, 1964

Mr. Harian E. Anderson, Vice President
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts
Dear Mr. Anderson:

The Revenue Act of 1964 has finally become law.
In addition to the long-awaited tax reduction, it contains
provisions making important changes affecting all classes
of taxpayers. Some of the changes also raise intriguing
accounting problems. In addition to the Revenue Act of
1964, there have also been important tax developments both
here and abroad, including some at the state level.

To assist our clients in familiarizing themselves
with the more important changes and developments as well as
some of the resulting accounting problems, we are having a
meeting at 1:30 P.M. on Tuesday, March 31, in the Hawthorne
Room of the Parker House in Boston. Various of our tax
experts from Boston, Washington and New York will discuss
the changes and developments and answer questions raised.

The meeting will last from one-thirty to five,
followed by cocktails. We cordially invite you to attend
or, if you cannot, we should be glad to have you send
someonein your place. If you wish, you may bring one of
your associates.

Will you please let us know by Friday, March 27th
if possible, whether you will be able to come? We enclose
a copy of the agenda for the meeting.

Very truly yours,

HS jr: ECB
Enclosure

Agenda



LYBRAND, ROSS BROS. & MONTGOMERY
BOSTON OFFICE

AGENDA FOR TAX MEETING

Hawthorne Room, Parker House
Boston, Massachusetts

March 31, 1964
1:30 P.M.

Revenue Act of 1964:
Provisions affecting business:
Current tax payments - Sec, 122
Investment credit changes - Sec. 203
Regulated investment company changes - Sec. 229
Gain on sale of depreciable real property - Sec. 231
New stock option provisions - Sec, 221
Imputed interest income - Sec. 224
Personal holding company changes ~ Sec, 225
Repeal of 2% tax on consolidated returns - Sec. 234
Multiple surtax exemptions - Sec. 235
100% dividend received deduction - Sec. 214
Income averaging - Sec. 232

Provisions affecting employees:
Group term life insurance - Sec. 204
Changes in travel expense allocation - Sec. 217
Moving expenses. - Sec. 213
Qualified pension plan changes - Sec. 220
Sick pay changes - Sec. 205
Impact of rate reduction and reduced withholding.

Provisions affecting individuals:
Dividend received credit changes - Sec. 201
Gain on sale of residence after age 65 - Sec. 206
Deduction lost for certain local taxes - Sec. 207
Casualty and theft loss changes Sec. 208
Charitable contribution changes - Sec. 209
Interest on insurance loans - Sec. 215

Accounting problems due to rate reduction and repeal of basis
reduction provision of investment credit.

Massachusetts Corporation Excise:
Current tax payments
Emphasis on income allocation
Treatment of Sec 1245 income
Imputed income grossing up and controlled foreign corporations

Tax news from abroad

Tax news from Washington



DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CAM BRIDGE 39, MASS US

March 23, 1964

Mr. Harlan Anderson, Vice President
Digital Equipment Corporation
143 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Harlan,

It is our pleasure to invite you to visit the computer facility
made possible through the generous gift in 1961 of a PDP-1 machine by
the Digital Equipment Corporation. There will be an informal demon-

Research Laboratory of Electronics Conference Room

Room 26-217, M. I. T.

11:00 a.m.

stration of the capability of the system as a multiple-access computer,
and several on-line applications. We will meet at the

Monday, March 30, 1964

I look forward to the pleasure of your company.

Best regards,

Jack B. Dennis
Assistant Professor of
Electrical Engineering.

JBD: eg



CROSS & BROWN COMPANY
At ESTATE

All information is from sources deemed reliable and is submitted subject to errors, omissions, change of price, rental, prior sale and withdrawal without notice.

522 FIFTH AVENUE * NEW YORK 36, N.Y. * MURRAY HILL 7-9200

March 19th, 1964

Mr. Kenneth Olsen, President
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Gisen:

I read with interest the article in the latest issue of
Business Week which delt with your new PDP-6 computer.

Since all major computer companies maintain either
headquarters or sales offices in Manhattan, I felt that you might be interested
in some office space here yourselves,

Cross & Brown Company has specialised in Manhattan office
leasing for over 50 years. Through a multiple listing system we are able to
offer you all available space in every office building in town.

If this matter is being considered by your company for either
now or the near future, I would sincerely appreciate hearing from you.

Very

DEA,
David L. Hoff

C.C. Mr. Harlan Anderson

DLH/kc
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adams associates :

2

4

interviews, including those at the New England Business
Equipment Exposition on April 21-23, at which Keydata *

a Lt

hardware configurations and their implications relative
to the capacity for. handling the two applications. It'
would also be discussed how time sharing would be accom-
plished, the difficultics likely * to be, encountered in
developing the necessary programs, and any new hardware
features that might prove 'especially helpful.

onwill demonstrate a simplificd on line activity)
* qs :

Technical Considerations:: . This part would include a
consideration of the minimum and several alternative

Plan of Attack: This would be. a detailed pian for imple-
menting the marketing, programming and equipment instal-lation and operation, with month -by "month cash flow
analysis for the first eighteen'months;! together with ~

coarser estimates for the' next several years
Adams Associates normal ' charge -for the-study, based on a- i

maximum of 50 man-days at $250,*50 at $175 and 25 at $125,
twould not exceed $24,375 We propose that E.C. as joint

sponsor contribute $10,000 toward our -costs as well as the
time of its people as noted above. .It is'understood that the :

intention of both parties would be to work together on the
implementation of the plan if it proves tobe mutually attrac
action or constrained from pursuing 'a similar' course, either
independently or jointly with others, should the decision be
made that Adams Associates and D.E.C. will not do so together.

tive; but that neither party: is committed to this course of

:

by

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

"t 2

If. D.E.C. wishes to join,us in this; study under the
conditions outlined above, you may .so "indicate by signing be-
low and returning one copy of .the letter accept
ance is received by April 1: the report will be planned for
completion by May 11, 1964. Your $10,000 contribution will be

ae

payable in two installments. half at the end of the first three.
weeks of the study and the remainder upon delivery of the final
report.

CHARLES W. ADAMS ASSOCIATES, INC

by
Accepted for:

4 4

€ date
4



2.

As I raised the matter of maintenance,

Ciudad Universitaria

CENTRO DE CAKQUIQO asked me if there would not be a possibility for them to maintain
ELECTRONICg, after proper training at your facilities.
MEXICO 20, D. F.

México As these are questions I am not able to
answer, please let me know about those possibilities or establish a
direct contact with

Dr, Virgilio Beltran.
Director
Facultad de Ciencias Fisico-Matematicas.
Universidad de Puebla.
Puebla, Pue.

In case you can come to an agreement
with them, and we happen to get another PDP-5, we will also be
willing to take charge of the maintenance of both machines as we have
several electronic engineers and technicians already conversant with
digital computers circuitry.

Looking forward to your answer, I remain

Sindprely ou

G. SERGIO F. BELTRAN
Director.

CeCe Mr. Harlan Anderson.
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Mass. U.S.A.

c.c. Dr. Virgilio Beltran.

SFBZrgm.



March 31, 1964.

Mr. Harrison R. Morse III.
Digital Equipment Corp.
Prpgramming Systems.
Maynard, Mass. U.S.A

Dear Mr. Morse:

After my last letter of February 21
which I hope was received on time, we began our Mobile Electronic
Computing Center (attached please find newspaper clips, unfortuna-
tely in Spanish) with courses at the University of Puebla which were
sponsored by the President of this University and by the Dean of the
Dept. of Mathematical and Physical Sciences (a Ph.D. in Physics
from Yale Univ.

After the courses were given, we
were asked to recommend both, an analog computer for the Dept.
of Chemical Sciences and a digital computer for this Dept. of Mathe-
matical and Physical Sciences.

The. of this last department is
to alleviate the load of the rent or purchase of the digital computer
through offering computing services to industry, banks, commerce and
governmental agencies. The outcome, for any company that installs
this computer, will be to have 25 to 30 "salesmen" eager to promote the
utilization and programming of the computer all around the city of
Puebla (It is almost half-a-million in population and the most important
textile industry center in Latin America). As a matter of fact, I
derstand they already have 3 or 4 interested industries.

I consider that a PDP-5 is ideally suited
for their purposes and I have passed them all the information I have
about it. As it stands now, they will consider the outright purchasing if
payments can be granted. Yesterday, I talked long distance with the
Dean of this Department and he asked me about the possibility of arrang-
ing a down payment of Dis. 7,000 to 8,000, and the balance (up to the
Dis. 27,000 of a 4K, PDP-5), in 36 monthly payments of approximately
Dis. 580.00 each.
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The National
t baShay :

:

of Boston

April 6, 1964

Mr. Harlan E. Anderson
Vice President
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts
Dear Harlan:

Thank you, Andy, for your letter of
April 2, enclosing the information from Datamation.
I shall pass it along to those in the bank interested
in our computer effort.

While talking with Dick Mills on Friday,
I learned that he was on his way to Europe to
explore new branches in England and France. Please
keep it in mind that we would be most appreciative
of an opportunity to assist Digital Equipment in
these two areas. From first-hand experience, you
are familiar with what we can do.

Very yours,

Lin n E. Barber, Jr.
Ass 1stant Vice President

LEB /mmw



CONSULAAT-GENERAAL DER NEDERLANDEN
CONSULATE GENERAL OF THE NETHERLANDS

10 Rockefeller Plaza, NEW YORK 20, N.Y.

Telegr.adres: Peauod New York"

Industrial Officer
of the Ministry of Economic Affairs
Tel. Circle 6-1450 Room 1123

No 6, 196k

Mr. Harlan E. Anderson, Vice-President
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mr, Anderson

The Directorate General for Industrialization and Power Supply of the
Netherlands Ministry of Economic Affairs has prepared a new Guide for foreign
investors interested in exploring the possibilities of establishing industrial
operations in the Netherlands.

Within the framework of the present industrialization policy pursued
py the Netherlands Government, the establishment of foreign industries in the
Netherlands takes an important place, both in the establishment of subsidiaries
and in the participation in and cooperation with Dutch firms, In carrying out
this policy, the Government's chief consideration is to raise the qualitative
level of industry through the know-how which the chief foreign concerns selling
in the Netherlands bring with them.

From our records, we learned that you have obtained our Guide previously
and we feel that you would like to be informed about this new Guide adjusted to
the present rules and regulations, Manufacturers still interested in investi-
gating the possibilities of establishing themselves in the Netherlands in one

way or another will receive our Guide free of charge upon request. At the same

time, we would appreciate hearing from you what stage your interest has reached,

Sincerely yours,

Edward J. Alofs
Industrial off cer

EJAmg

5080 - 10-60



Ad American Federation of Information Processing Societies

1964 Spring Joint Computer Conference
@ SHERATON PARK HOTEL @ WASHINGTON, D.C. @ APRIL 21-23

Reply to P.O. Box 5896 Washington, D.C. 20014

April 10, 1964

Mrs. Nancy Survilas
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mrs. Survilas:
I regret that we have very few copies of the preliminary program
available, and I am unable to fill your request for 15 copies.
Interest in this year's conference has been far greater than we
had anticipated. I am enclosing 2 copies of the preliminary pro-
gram and 4 copies of a poster which may be of some use to you.
We appreciate your interest in the 1964 SJCC and look forward to
seeing some of the Boston C-E-I-R people at the meeting.

Very truly yours,

M. J. Healy, Chairman
Printing & Mailing Comm/ttee
Spring Joint Computer onference

MJH: jos

Enclosures

ec: H. R. Koller
Chairman, 1964

Secretary, Joseph O. Harrison, Jr., Research Analysis Corporation @ Technical Program, Jack Roseman, C-E-I-R, Inc. @ Exhibits, Solomon

Rosenthal, Headquarters, USAF @ Registration, Joseph H. Easley, UNIVAC @ Public Relations, J, Hugh Nichols, Dunlap and Associates,

tion @ Hotel Arrangements, Clarke J. Risler, Litton Industries @ Finance, Richard C. Lemons, General Electric Computer Department @

Field Trips, John J, Glynn, Defense Documentation Center, USAF @ Ladies Activities, Renee Jasper, AUERBACH Corporation

General Chairman, Herbert R. Koller, Patent Ofice @ Vice Chairman, Alexander C. Rosenberg, Godard Space Flight Center, NASA @

System Development Corpora-
Inc @ Proceedings, Gordon D. Goldstein, Office of Naval Research @ Printing and Mailing. Mike Healy,



BROOKHAVEN TIONAL LABORATORY
ASSOCIATE INIVER* TIES, Inc.

UP ON, LL. REFER:
TEL. Y.. 'HANK 4-6262

14 April 1964

Mr. R. L. Lane
Computer Applications Engineer
Digital Equipment Corp.
Maynard, Mass.

Dear Mr. Lane:

ciated Universities, Inc. is 'aking plans to install a
d Data Processor-6 Syste: it Brookhaven National

Laboratory, made up of the compone..cs on the attached list.
Associated Universities, Inc..is not in a position to make
a binding commitment at this time for either purchase or
rental of these equipments, However, it is making appli-
cation to the United States Atomic Energy Commission for
the financial support which will enable it to do so,
Brookhaven National Laboratoty is operated under a cost-
yeimbursement contract with the Commission. The plan for
which approval is being sought calls for installation of
the system, as described in the attachment, during Septem-
b - 1364. The purpose * this letter is to give you advance

ice in the hope that ° equipments will be available
when we are in a positi:.. o make a formal commitment,

Very truly yours

Clarke Williams
Deputy Director

cw/C/mlg
attach.

9



Programmed Data Processor-6 System

Arithmetic Processor Type
16,384 Word Core Memory Type
Data Control Type
Magnetic Tape Control Type
compatible for IBM transport 729 VI
Dual Microtape System Type

Type

Papertape Reader Type
Line Printer Type

166

163

136

516

551 Control Unit
555 Dual Transport
760

646

Above System mounted in trailer for operation
in trailer'



102 Whitelawn Avenue
Milton, Mass., 02187
Aorth 15, 1964.

My. & Fredkin, President
Information International, Ine.
200 Sixth St,
Cambridge, Mass,

Dear Mr, Fredkin:

I tried to contact Harlan Anderson of Digital Equi pment Corp. regarding
your activities at Informstion International which might be of interest. to me,
By means of the recent newspaper article, I became aware of your joint venture
in the field of oscesnogravhy and associated epnlications,

My Naval Reserve and work activities have heen orlented in sonar, ocean-
orranhy, and ASW in general, in addition to weapons, or rether es part of the
weapons systems, This may coincids with some of your requirements,

My Objectives and Qualifications ars covered in the enclosed resume,

Contrary to the impressions conveye? by recent news releases, Electric Boat
will not have any significant activity here in the near futures; therefore, the
sale and closing of the shipyard hy Bethlehem Steel has caused my unemployment.

If I have not heard from you, I will contact you in about ea week,

Very truly yours,

John 2. Georgs

ec: Mr. Herlan inderson
4 a1 n Corp.



THE AMERICAN MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION BUILDING 135 WEST 50TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10020
THE AMA GROVE HAMILTON, NEW YORK

New York City
April 15, 1964

Mrs. N. Survilas
Harlan E. Anderson's Office
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Mass.

Dear Mrs. Survilas:
Thank you for your letter of April 10.

We will delete Mr. O'Dea's name and refund the unused protion
of this dues to Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen.

At anytime that we may be of service to you, please let us
know.

Correspondent, Membership Dept.

Cordially

(Mrs ) Annalou Gokyfgit,
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Fellow, USPHS Mental Training 60

National Academy of Science -

Research Council Postdoctoral Fellow, MIT, *

Neck Surgery, UCLA
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Moore 2 cont.4 Dr. George
Page 2
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RESEARCH GRANTS : :
rw :

+ ae Pye

USPHS General Research Support Grant, ttNeurdelectric Signalsin the Central Nervous SystemDo 1/1/62 to 12/31/62,
t$2,165 + 4

National Science Foundation Analysis of uroelectric
3

signals in areas of sensé interdction Un the central
nervous system

U.C. Committee on Research, Electrophysiological investigation
:

of the organization of the reptilian cortex," 1962, $500.
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CONSULTING APPOINTMENTS:
9 yeyAeroiret-General Corporation Aziéa 'California

Systems Technology, Inc., Inglewood, California ae:
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Dy. Ceorge P. Moore, cont. y :
Page 3

att
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> + 4:

Moore, G. D and R. D. Tschirgi. Bilateral organization of the somatic1.
afferent system in lower vertebrates. Physiologist 3 : 117,. 1960.
(Abstract )

Moore, G. P. and R. D. Tschirgi. Nonspecific responses of reptiliancortex to sensory stimuli. Exper. Neurol. 5 196-209, 1962.
2.

3

G. P. Input-output analysis of spontaneous, activity in ganglionMoore3.
cells of Aplysia. Fed. Proc. 22: 220 1963.

Perkel, D. H., G. P. Moore. and J. P, Segundo., Continuous4, time simulation
of ganglion nerve cells in Aplysia' a ISA Biomedical Sciences
Instrumentation Symposium, June, 1963; "Los. Angeles. .(in press).

«

Moore, G. P., D. H. Perkel. and J. Segundo Stability patterns in5.
interneuronal pacemaker . regulation. >,'Proceedings of the 3rd Amval
Biomedical Engineering Symposium,'San Diego,. April 1963, Dp. 18-193.co

a

Segundo, J. P. and G. P. Moore. : Functional significance of neuronal 'spike
discharge parameters. First.Conference on.Mechanisms of Control in

O.

the sex System. Sponsored by the 'Sociedad Mexicana de Ciencias : :

Fisiologicas. Willahermosa> Mexico April 1963.°. (in press).
7. Seaurdo P. and G. P. Moore Organization of neuronal groups inferred

rom analysis of spontaneous activity. Physiologist 6: 272 1963
(Abstract).

Segundo, J. P., G. P. Moore, e Fe tensaas, ard I. H. Bullock.
of neurons in Aplysia to temporal patter of erriving impulses.

Sensitivit8.

J. axp. Biol. in press)

Moore, G. P. and Simon, W. Digital computer analysis of intracelluler
microelectrode recordings of neuronal activity. 8th Annual Biophysical

9

Society Meeting, Chicago, Feb. 1964.. -(Abstract).

Linde, L. M. and G. P. Moore. Dysautonomia -'A disease of the reticular10.
system. (Submitted for publication).

Pe D. H., G. P. Moore, J. P. Segundo, T. H Bullock, and J.
Stable modes of activity in pacemaker neurons with " pen-loop' synaptic

(Submitted for publication). +

A :

+
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Dr. Ceorge P. Moore, cont.
Page 4

*

IINVITED PAPERS:

"Models of Neural Systems." AAAS, Symposium on Models in Biology,
Cleveland, December 1963 a

a

"Statistical Models of Neural Discharge. Two lectures in the
RAND Corporetion Series, "Quantitative Aspects of Neurophysiology.

lif December 1963M
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA MEDICAL CENTER
LOS ANGELES 24, CALIFORNIA

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
April 15 1964>

VEPARIMUNT OF PHYSIOLOGY

lr. Ken Olson
Digital Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear hir. Olson:

On behalf of the Department of Physiology and the School of
Medicine of the University of California at Los Angeles, I wish to
epply for an educational discount on the purchase of one of your
forthccaing PDP-8 computers. :

This computer would be available to members of the Departmental
faculty for use in data processing and for various computational and
othcr uscs during mmperiments. The research interests of
our faculty cover a wide spectrum of interests such as cardiovascular
physiclegy, cellular physiology, neurophysiology, etc.

Moreover, it is our expectation that all interested graduate
students and postdoctoral personnel will have an opportunity to
learn to use the computer and eaploy it in the context of their
research. That is, it- will be used in both an educational and

purely research context. In addition, because of its flexibility,
we plan to use the computer for regular classroom teaching and for
demonstration purposes.

The Department hes appointed me to be responsible for the

with the MIT Center Developnent Office I will be in a position
to advise and assist faculty; and students in the use of the computer.
Neturally, we will welcome the opportunity to share our experience
and programs with others who are using similar instruments.

+commuter and its use by the members of the Department staff. In
view of my experience Gata processing, and my recent association

Purchase of this computer has been made possible through an

rnstitutional Grant to the UCLA School of Medicine, and we are

fing for a discount in order that the price of the computer will



ou Olsen cont.

wwe thcarly Hace the rads trea that grant which have been allozcted
OSe. Ve wou the discount to apply to a standard

3 ceuputer with ASR teletyne.
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Ccnool or Medicine
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ee: Dean's Office

Seiool of Medicine

Sincere

Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
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April 17, 1964

Dr. W. Driscoll
Director of Research
Boston College
140 Commonweaith Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts

CY Dear Dr. Driscoll
Thank you for allowing Mr. Anderson and myself to visit you

yesterday to discuss the PDP~6 Computer.

Enclosed are copies of the Programmed Data Processor-6
Handbook, the PDP-6 System Description's brochure and MACRO 6

Assembly Program, Would you please forward two sets of the
enclosures to Mr. Kenneth Siberz.

We are now looking forward to your visiting us and I shall
contact you during the week of 27 - 30 April to arrange for your
visit here during the lst week of May.

Sincerely yours,

R. L. Lane
Computer Applications Engineer

RLLroh
Enclosures F-61, F-65,

MACRO 6

es
w
oe



The National Cash Register Company

Dayton 9, Ohio

April 17, 1964

Mr. Harlan E. Anderson
Vice President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Anderson:

Hope to see you at the Spring Joint Computer Conference,
April 21-23.

We are showing the 100 CPM reader (EM-D2), static card
reader (EM-D3), 1000 CPS paper tape reader (EM-A2), 600 CPS paper
tape reader (EM-Al), 120 CPS paper tape punch (EM-B2) and 900 LPM
high speed printer (EM-C1).

This will be your opportunity to see all this equipment
first hand, and if you like we'll even look inside.

Very truly yours,

D. L. Scanlon
Special Representative
Original Equipment Manufacturer
Sales Division



201 234 1769
April 24, 1964

Digital Equipment Corp.
Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Olsen:
It was indeed a pleasure to meet with you and discussA.M.I. screen printers and automatic parts feeders andI want to take this opportunity to thank you for yourorder on the MA 12 soreen printer.
We are listing below the approximate prices of the dicefeeding, orienting, and transfer unit as seen at theshow and the dice feeding, orienting, and inspectionunit shown in our catalog,

Dice feeding, orienting,& transfer $1187.50Dice feeding, orienting,& inspection $1100.
A.M.I, also will build to order feeding and orientingsystems for other specific parts as desired and quoteswill be furnished on request and receipt of samvles.
We wish to thank both you and Mr. Anderson for yourinterest in A.M.I. equipment, If we can assist youin any way or answer further questions please do nothesitate to call on us.

Sincerely,
SWENSON SALES

Arthur Swenson, Jr.AS/fs
eo Mr. Harlan Anderson
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NEw YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
ELEVEN WALL STREET

7

™

New YORK 5,N.Y.
DEPARTMENT OF STOCK LIST

PHILLIP L. WEST

LOUIS JU. HASSELBACH

EDWARD J. ZUHR
ASSISTANT OIRECTORS

May 7, 1964

Miss Dorothy E. Rowe, Treasurer

RECEIVEDOIRECTOR
MERLE S. WICK

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR MAY 12 1964
:

ARTHUR L. RAUCH
WILLIAM R. SATTERFIELD AM. RES. & DEV. CORP,

American Research anc Development Corporation
The John Hancock Building
Boston, Massachusetts 02116

:

:

Dear Miss Rowe:

Equipment Corporation's initial annual report which is to be pub-
Thank you for confirming the proposed contents of Digital

lished, as soon as possible, after year end results have been deter-
mined. :

:

As you already know, as a routine procedure, the Exchange
>

lined in your recent letter, the Exchange will not object to non
comparative reporting for 1964. However, as you indicated, all
future Digitai Equipment Corporation annual reports will be pre-
sented in such comparative.form.

urges all listed companies present financial statements onto
comparative basis. After considering the difficulties you out- a

We appreciate your cooperation in this matter and hopethat we in turn may be of future assistance to you.

Very truly yours,
:

De laughs
* »

Representative

DEH: ig

OWN YOUR SHARE OF AMERICAN BUSINESS
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1 May 1964

By, 3. E. Hurhes, RepresentativeNew York Stock ExchangeDepartment of Stock ListEleven Wall Street
New York 5, New York
Dear Nr. Hughes:

As you requested, this will confirm te you in writing that ARDwill use its best efforts to cause Digital Equipsent Corporation to jub-lish an annual report for its fiscal year ending June 29, 1964.
You have asked that DEC pu>dlish a balance sheet, income statenent and surplus reconciliation, all on a comparative basis, for fiscal1363 and 1964. To require comparative figures at this tlue is in effectcausing the company to publish a revert for the past two ysars.
May we respectfully request that you reconsider your recuest

has not chosen to date to disclose publicly its financial status and didnet miblish a report for fiscal 1963, since you did not requeat us to doso at the time,

that comparative tatements be included? DEC, for competitive reasons,

The New York Stock Exchange Company Manual. states that te@

anticipate that subsequent reports of DEC cantain this information.

does not prescribe the form for annual financi 1 statements oflisted companies, Since this will he the first published report of DEC,privately held company, we feel that oeparative fi ures should not be
wou Ld

recuired. However in keening with god reporting practices, we

Ye should very much apprectate hearing from you further concern-ing, your wishes in this matter, Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

Dorothy E. Rowe
Treasurer

7 : : :



CUERPO DIRECTIVO

PRESIDENTE HONORARIO
DR. VICTOR BRAVO AHUJA
SUB SECRETARIO DE ENSENANZA

TECNICA Y SUPERIOR

PRESIDENTE
DR. JOSE ANTONIO PADILLA S.

DIRECTOR GENERAL DEL I. P. N.

VICEPRESIDENTE
ING. MIGUEL A. BARBERENA
DIRECTOR DEL CENTRO NACIONAL

DE CALCULO

SECRETARIO GENERAL
ING. MARCO ANTONIO GARCIA D.
JEFE DEL DEPTO. DE ENSENANZA E
INVESTIGACION DEL CENTRO NAL. DE

CALCULO

COMISION DE RELACIONES
ING. RUBEN SERROS G.
DE LA SECCION DE ENSENANZA
EL CENTRO NAL. DE CALCULO

COMISION DE ACTIVIDADES
CIENTIFICAS

ING. ALEJANDRO VAZQUEZ G.
M. en C.

JEFE DEL DEPARTAMENTO DE COMPUTO
DEL CENTRO NAL. DE CALCULO

COMISION DE ACTIVIDADES
DE ENSERANZA

ING. MARIO LAGUNEZ G.
JEFE DEL DEPARTAMENTO DE DISENO Y
CONSTRUCCION DEL CENTRO NAL. DE

CALCULO

COMISION DE ACTIVIDADES DE
APLICACIONES INDUSTRIALES

ING. JORGE ARREDONDO M.
INVESTIGADOR DEL CENTRO NAL.

DE CALCULO

COMISION DE PRENSA Y
PUBLICIDAD

SR. LUIS CARBAJO
COMISIONDE ACTIVIDADES

SOCIALES
SRITA, BERTHA ALFARO A. C.P.T.

e

ler. CONGRESO LATINOAMERICAN0
SOBRE

LA COMPUTACION ELECTRONICA
EN LA

ENSENANZA PROFESIONAL
FROM 3rd - 4thAUGUST

1964

May 4th, 1964.

HARLAN E. ANDERSON
VICE~PRESIDENT
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
146 MAIN STREET
MAYRARD, MASSACHUSETTS
TWINCAKS 7-8822, AEREA CODE 617
U Ss A e Mexico's National Computing Center, aware of the
increasing importance that the applications of Computers -

have had to academic life and to the industrial development
of Latin-American countries has the pleasure to convoke--
universities, government agencies, scientifique research
institutions, commercial and industrial concerns, and all
persons interested to the First Latin-American Congress
on Electronic Computation in the Teaching Profession.

The mair§purposes of this Congress are the follow-
ing:

a)- To contribute to the study and solution of those
problems in Latin American countries for which
computers and programming techniques are most
needed,

b)-To encourage the advancement of electronic com-
putation in Latin-American countries as a contri-
bution to their development,

c) To examine the problems of Latin-American coun=
tries which require the use of Computers to deter-
mine the fields of applications should be emphasi-
zed on.the University level.

d) To stimulate interest in electronic computation.

e) To establish a Latin-American association on elec~
tronic computation.

#...



2

For further information, please write:

CENTRO NACIONAL DE CALCULO
UNIDAD PROFESIONAL, I.F.N,
MEXICO 14, D.F,

Very truly yours,

a
MIGUEL A, BARBERENA,
Vice-Fresidenty

:

:

:

a
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Mey 15, 1964

Professor D. Moeder
Ecole de Physique
Universite de Geneve
Boulevard D'voy 32
Geneva, Switzerland

Deer Dr. Meeden

This is In easwer to your letter of February 25, 1964, written to
Mr. Harlan Andenon conceming our PDP-4 Computer. It has been decided that
Digital Equipment Corporation will grant to The Univenity of Geneve a 20%
educational discount on a PDP=4 system. This discount Is applicable to the
entire system with the exception of IBM compatible tope drives, automatic line
printers, cord readen ond drums. These items are non-discountable and would
be billed at list price. | suggest thet you contact Guenter Huewe of ourMunich
office for a formal quotation on this system.

h may also Interest you to know that DEC hes recently announced o
computer, the PDP-7. | am including o specification brochure on this computer,
and a full price list will be sent to you shortly when available. ican tell you,
however, that the price of a basic operating system Is in theorder
ltst price ond the 20% discount would opply. Specific delivery time cannot be
quoted ot the moment, but present schedules Indicate a delivery time of appront-
mately 7 months More infomation will be sent to you
it ts available.

Sincerely yours,

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

doncthan Fodiman
Manager, Intemotional Merketing

Finks

Ene. - F~7}

ec Gvuenter-Huewe, DEC-Mynich-
Harlan Andenon, Vice President, DEC



a INCORPORATED - ESTABLISHED 1892
HAYDEN, STONE
MEMBERS NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

10 POST OFFICE SQUARE, BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02107 - TELEPHONE LIBERTY 2-9000

May 19, 1964

Mr. Harlan E. Anderson, Vice President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts
Dear Andy

I want to thank you for the generous use of your
time yesterday on our conducted tour. I must say I was
most impressed with the way you handle your facilities as
well as your product lines.

We at Hayden, Stone would be delighted to have

individuals or institutions, of your securities or in a public
offering. At such time, we would be prepared to make a pres-
entation to you of the course or courses which we believe
might be most advantageous to you.

the opportunity to assist you when you require it in either
the direction of private placement, with carefully selected

We will look forward to keeping in touch, and I
do want to extend our invitation for you or Ken Olsen to
visit our office when you are in Boston.

Again, many thanks for your courtesy. Looking
forward to seeing you soon, I remain

With best wishes,

DBS :BG David B. Stone



Telephone 92 0919

Cof fo Bob MAY 28 1964
: :

t:

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT AUSTRALIA PTY. LTp.
Colman House, 89 Berry Street, North Sydney. Cable Address: "DIGITA L," Sydney

A Subsidiary
of DEC

Massachusetts

5th May, 1964.

Mr. Jon Fadiman, ;

Digital Equipment Corporation,
MAYNARD, MASS,
U.S.A,

:

Dear Jon,

As you will know by now, am trying to finalise the sale of a PDP-5
to Prince Henry Hospital. Dr. Preswick expects that the Hospital will paythe maintenance on the computer, and that all of his 10,000 p.a. can go
towards purchase of equipment. The purpose of this letter is to unearth some
mysteries in the Standard DEC Maintenance Contract. have already men-
tioned this difficulty to you, and would now like a ruling from you with
Andy's support regarding how the matter can be tackled here in Australia.

First of all, these is the following severe inconsistency in the standard
document on maintenance contract. For 5% of the list price of a PDP-5 we
will maintain the machine under Plan No. 2 for 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. Based on a selling price of $27,000 this gives a charge of $1,350 for
around-the-clock service. If, therefore, we charge the minimum of $2,400
per year, the customer is surely entitled to around-the-clock service. We
would prefer in general not to offer this kind of service, but I believe we
would have to if we make the standard minimum charge for servicing the
equipment.

lam most reluctant to give the impression that we are making high
maintenance charges simply because we only have a few machines installed.
This appears to be an argument which IBM are using against us for the purpose
of high-lighting the embryonic state of our organisation in Australia. A high
maintenance charge also suggests that our equipment is unreliable.

Are these maintenance charges fixed and firm, or am | at liberty to
make compromise terms which may reduce our profitability in the early years
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MAY 28 1964

je: :

Mr. Jon Fadiman, 25th May, 1964,

in Australia but contribute to our more rapid establishment in terms of the
number of installations we make. Since the:maintenance contract is-re-
negotiable each year we still would retain flexibility.tfthe: charges Provedto be too much one way. :

:

e

To make a sensible decision on this:matter t should know
what proportion of the maintenance charge should be credited towards re-
placing parts. It has been my experience that maintenance charges.contained
a small component for spare parts and a large component for salaries and an
equally large component for overhead. These relative proportions should be
known now, and if not, should be estimated' now and. verified with field

seems we

experience.

Would you, therefore, be able to supply the following:

1. Percentages of the maintenance charge which result
from:

a) Replacement of parts,
b) Direct labour and travelling costs a

) Overhead, : :

2. Would you be able to advise. if [.could'set a thaintenance
charge anywhere between 3% and theminimum' ' of.
$2,400 per year as seems appropriate to local céiditions?

4

3. Is the Standard Maintenance Contract being modified to.

remove the inconsistencies mentioned above?

:

Best wishes,

R. G. SMART,
General Manager.RGS.JD70



DECUS MAY 25 1964

SYSTEMS RESEARCH LABORATORIES, INC,
500 Woods Drive
Dayton 32, Ohio

May 21, 1964
;

Mrs. Elsa Newman
DECUS
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Elsa,

Systems Research Laboratories, Inc. and the Biodynamics &

Bionics Division, Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories, Wright-

Patterson Air Force Base, jointly invite the members of DECUSto
meet in Dayton, Ohio for the fall symposium, The conference will be
held at a downtown hotel. We suggest September 24 and 25 as dates

for the conference; if there is some disadvantage to these dates or

particular advantages to other dates, please inform us so that we may

change them.

May we suggest "Scientific~Applications" as the general theme

with "Application in Medicine and Biology" as a topic for one of the

sessions? We will be glad to arrange a panel on the latter topic, the

panelists consisting of various DECUS members as well as other ex~

:

perts.

Luncheons will be arranged on both days of the meeting, and an

informal cocktail party is planned on the: evening of the first day for

those wishing to attend. Please come expecting a productive and enjoya-

ble conference.

Sincerely,

TEMS RES RCH LABORATORIES, INC.
S

William A. Fahle,

WAF/nm Project Engineer
:

4

:
:

Aye : : :
: :

:
:
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Wednesday, May 13, 1964

of high-speed digital computers}ment Corp. of Maynard}Mass., development unit here in the

space in a new rental facility Digital Equipment will open a

moving toward completion in sales and service 'unit July 1 skills available in Ann Arbor form 600,000 additions a second

Ann Arbor's 210- Research in the rental facility.
Park.' Stanley C. Olson,

Hyd
Olson did not rule out

general possibility that Digital Equip- 'be valuable to Digital campus and Olson said that the

'ch:Park 'Office'
might create' a research- $24,000 and $500,000 each "Larg-

He believes that scientific

for development work and com-
programming techniques computers are on the University,

-

Hearings On Rezonings*
Draw Large

week when the Ann Arbor Town-
ship Planning Commission held
hearings on two proposed
ings. 4

One of the pro
permit the esta ment of
vate recreational facilities* club said immediate plans were groupand "The Prophets Four"
3250 E, Huron River Dr, pres

4

their copiesof The Ann Arbor News 'by pony.'The

urnouts *

hart and Joy. ' 4

ws

for tennis courts and swimming fromEastern Michigan'Univer-

Petitions in oppesiton
rezonings were submitted 'to the
Attorneys for the recreationa

rezoning,

annual sales volume of more
than $10,000,000 and an employe

ow

Stagé,'Screen
''Today's Playbill

;

ydia Mendelssohn-
Glass Menagerie." Perform!
ance at $.30 pm: (Matinee
Thursday, '2.30 pm)

Me Screen Aa?
Michigan - "The Pink Pan-

ther." -Feature at 1:05, 3:05,

Feature at 1:15, 3:15, 5:15, 20 Richard Edwards.
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shows ontinuous from 8 p.m.
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continuous from § p.m.
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+

twhich are operated by Digital

. THE ANN ARBOI

est of the all transistorized units4 is capable of storing 250,000 six-
character words and can per-

Three of Digital Equipment's

Michigan market holds further
promise for his concern.
Digital Equipment's sales-

service office here will join

Munich, G@rmany; Paris,
France and London, England,

4 w f

Equipment as wholly-owned sub-
sidiaries
The concern is gearing

start up manufacturing opera-

A former scientist of the
Califorma Institute of Tech-
nology's Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory-Robert Oakley of San
Francisco, Calif-will be in
charge of

"
tHe unit here. In the

meantime, a company service
representative was moved to

Digital Equipment }s leasing
the space from the owner of
'the 24,000-square-foot rental fa-

p.m., Earlier, Detroit Testing

Other research - development
units are known to be consider-
ing the rental facility tp start
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APPLIED DYNAMICS INTERNATIONAL
a division of APPLIED DYNAMICS, INC. * 2275 Platt Road « Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 + Tel. 313-665-3601 Cable COMPUTERS * TWX 313-665-6082

May 25, 1964

Reference, JDK #550

Mr. Harlan Anderson
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Andy:

As promised during our telephone conversation last week I have enclosed a
clipping from the Ann Arbor News which covers the DEC-Ann Arbor office.

Joe Young from NASA Langley Field visited us last Saturday to discuss
several AD-256 Computers. This is the chap I mentioned to you by telephone about
one month ago who is interested in obtaining a large hybrid facility. They currently
have some 8 EAI computers, a TRICE, a 7094, etc. I was disappointed to learn
from Joe that no one from DEC has contacted him yet. I gave him some literature
on the PDP-6 but I Iam sure that your sales engineers could do a much better job of
selling the PDP-6 than I can!

Will you please send me 5 copies of literature on your PDP-6, PDP-7, PDP-5
(3 bay), and any summary of software programs in the DEC library.

I hope you and Lois have a wonderful time in Europe.

Sincerely ,

President

JDK:cn
Encl:

( ) A\

J. D dy



THE PRINCETON CLUB OF NEW YORK
15 WEST 43rp STREET
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

May 28, 1964

Mr. John A. Shane
1600 Beacon Street
Brookline 46, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Shane:

Mr. Jenkins our former treasurer, has asked me fo respond to your

letter of May 15. For your information we are converting back to oventional account-

with over the past fifteen months. When we complete this conversion we should be able

would utilize a system of duplicate vouchers, the original of which would be mailed

to the member with his statement, we did this in the old Club and found that it is a

ing equipment from the very complex electronic data processing that we have struggled

to handle our members accounts quietly, ficiently, d accurately, as we have for

so many years in the past. Within next four or six weeks we will be able to return

a member's vouchers within day or two of receiving the remittance Although we

bit impractical from the standpoint of increased handling d greatly increased postage

costs. This is particularly true since use of the Club involves many more

per month than such as department stores.

These changes, however, should give the information the member

needs promptly.
Sincerely yours,

etre
Raymond \. Adams
Manage

RA:cd
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The College
OF vune 2, 19641

Robert Lane
Sigital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts

mr. Lane:

We wish to inform you of & .cention of the Physics Deoartment of the
University of Pennsylvania to dures a PDP6 Digital Equipmeny
Corporation. We are currently initiating a reques or A AEC approval for obtaining
the necessary funds, and a firm purchase agreement is contingent upon such approval.
We to obtain the necessary decision by October 1, iS64. If this discussion

Des:

frm the

shou.c grove favorable, we would app-eciate a culvery of the PDPS in January or
of 1965.

We are interested in a configuration which includes the following components:

2 # 1638 16k Core Memory.
2. 1 # 166 Processor, pius # 162 fast memory.
3. 2 # 570 Magnetic Tape Transports, IBM Compatible.

1 # 516-521 Magnetic Tape Controller.
5. 3 # 555 Dual Microtape Drives.
Oe 1 # 551 Microtape Controiler.
7. # 167 Input-Output Controller.
oe

1 # 646 Printe-.
9. i # L61A
10. 1 # 136 Assexbier
il. 1 # 346 Display Unit (uater Delivery).

:

--ested. A further description of this requirement will be supplies to you by

Garfinkle in a separate

n addition, a device to permit communicatic.. over telephone will be

It is our understanding thet the PDP-6 system will be purchased through tne
AEC quantity discount plan which we anticipate will permit us a 24% quantity discount.

Sincerely,

James Niederer

ec: O. Garfinkle
c: We. Selove



MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
TWinoaks 7-8822 TWX MAYN 816

june 5, 1964

The Reverend S. J. Besuszka, S.J.
Director of Mathematics Institute
Boston College
Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts

Dear Reverend Besuszka:

This will confirm our discussion of May 22, 1964 concerning a PDP-6
computer for the Boston College Computation Center.

The initial configuration which we discussed is as follows:

ltem 1. Type 166-626 Arithmetic Processor $146, 100

item 3. Type 136 Data Control 10,000

Item 4. Type 551 Micro Tape Control 14,000

Item 6. Type 646 Line Printer (300 Ipm) 30,000

Item 7. Type 461 Card Reader (200 cpm) 16,500

TOTAL $331,200

Item 2. Type 161D Core Memory
(5 psec. 16,384 words) 85,000

Item 5. Type 555 Dual Micro Tape
(4 @$7,400 each) 29,600

On the basis that the above equipment will be used principally for

educational purposes, DEC is plecs*d to make an educational contribution of

15% on Items 1-5. If Boston is willing fo permit Digital Equipment

Corporation the use of any instrucrional material in modern mathematics prepared

by Boston College and yourself, we be pleased to supp: ement contribu-

be $274,260 f O.tion by 5% on Items Assuming his latver to be acceptable to you and Boston

College, tine netpricef the equipment wo Maynard, Mass.



The Reverend S. J. Besuszka, S.J. June 5, 1964

Boston College Page Two

If it is the desire of Boston College, the equipment may be paid for over

a five year period as follows:

Payment Terms

Ist Payment $50,000.00 on delivery and acceptance of the equipment.

2nd Payment 69,520.60
3rd Payment 66,156.70
4th Payment 62,792.80
5th Payment 59,428.90

The above payment schedule includes simple interest at 6% of the unpaid

balance.

Warranty

The DEC Standard Warrenty will apply to this procurement; i.e.

All of the equipment quoted herein is guaranteed to be free

from design and manufacturing Jefects for a period of six (6)

months following the date of delivery and/or acceptance

(see below). Any component which fails during this period

will be repaired or, at DEC option, replaced. This warranty

does not cover components which have been modified without

DEC approval or which have been subjected to unusual physi-

cal or electrica Upon expiration of the warranty,

system maintenance service is available from DEC on a con

tracy or per call basIs.

During the six months warranty you may decide what level of maintenance you desire.

For budgetary purposes, assume shat an annual on call Maintenance Contract, includ-

ing labor and parts, for 8 hours/day, 5 days/week is $10,000.

Delivery will depe= when an orcer is placed, but assuming hat his is

done within the next 30 days, could be assured for January or soon thereafter.



The Reverend S. J. Besuszka, S.J. June 5, 1964
Bosten College Page :

Training

Programmer iraining courses are availaole at no charge for any reasonable
numbe: of programmers.

Expansion

Some desirable expansions cf ine initial configuration shown above are:

Item 1 . Type 163C Core Memory
(2 usec, 16,384 words) $126,000

ltem 2. Type 162 Fast Memory
(0.4 microsecond 16 words) 30, 000

ltem 3, Type 516-520 Tape Control 18,000
ltem 4, Type 50 Tape Drive

(iBM Compatible) 18,000

The educational contribution will be extended toward Items 1-3 thus

increasing the total system cost by $157,200.

Multi User Stations can se added at an approximate price of $6,000 to

$8,000 per station depending upon type and quantity desired.

This would provide Boston College with one of the most outstanaing univer-
sity computer installations in the couniry. We are enthusiastic about your plans and
would be pleased to cooperate witn you.

Concerning your summer class which begins June 29th, we would be pleased
to loan you iwo PDP-5 computers for 8 weeks commencing about 20 June. | have
asked Mr. Stephen Mikulski to conract you about this to make detaiied arrangements.
This machine is an ideal one for group such as you plan to have. Machine language
programming using she PAL assembty system is available with instructional material.
Near the end of your six week class we may be able to provide some FORTRAN capa-
bility in addition, This loan is, o° course, at no charge or obligation to you.

Sincerely,
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

R. L. Lane



PERSONAL & COKFIDENTIAL

151 Havilands Lane
Whte Plains, N.Y.
April 14, 1964Tel: 914-949-9574

Mr. Harlan Anderson, V.P.
DIGITAL HQUIPMENT CORP.
146 Main Street
Maynard, Masse

Dear Mr. Anderson:

Since 1960, I have been (and still am) involved
with the marketing and future planning of computer
oriented systens for automation within the GraphicArts industry. I believe I could help D.E.C. obtain
a significant amount of revenue from this large new
market.
If D.E.C. has any interest in entering this field of
endeavor, I suggest a confidential talk to see if
there is a mutual desire to progress further.
Pleas@eseel depend upon your confidential handling
of this letter to ensure my present situation.

Sincerely,
Bom .

Wm. H. Mestiler



June 2, 1964

Mr. William H. Mestler
151 Havilands Lane
Vhite Plains, New York

Dear Mr. Mestler:

Thank you for your letter of April 14 your interest in
In the Graphic Arts We are In this field; however,
it Is 90 large that it is to tell from your letter if there is any mutual crea
within It between you and Digital Equipment. Might | suggest that if you are in
the Boston area sometime in the future, you visit our factory ond we could show

y2u what we ore doing. Any written information about your own experience in
this area would of course be helpful to us in assessing whether there Is any mutual
Interest.

Thank you for writing te me about this ond | look forward you
sometime in the future.

Sincerely,

Harlan E. Anderson
Vice President

HEA:nes
P.S. In you have not it, sending yeu some samples

of our current IIterature.

Ene: PDP-5 Brochure
Type 340 Brochure



June 9, 1964

Mr. Willlam H. Mestler
151 Havilands Lane
White Plains, New York

Dear Mr. Mestler:

in your letter of June 8 to Mr. Anderson that you intend to
call him during the week of June 15th, may | recommend that you postpone your
call until after June 29th as Mr. Anderson is vacationing in Europe until that time.

You

If you feel you would like to schedule a tentative time now, or if | could
send you further information, please feel free to contact me.

Sincerely,

(Mrs.) N. Survilas, Secretary
to Harlan E. Anderson, Vice Pres.



151. Havilands Lane
White Plains, N.Y.
June 8, 1964

Me. Harlan E. Anderson
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.
146 Main St.
Maynard, Masse

Dear Mr. Anderson:

Thank you for your June 2 reply to my enquiringletter.
I will be at the Westprint/ANPA Conference all
this week (in Los Angeles) so I will call you
during the week of June 15th to arrange a suitable
time for my visit with you.
of necessity I have kept things general, reasons
which I will discuss with you in our meeting.
Also at this time I expect to discuss "why" and
more important "how" to obtain a major share of
new computer systems to be sold in the Graphic
Arts field over the next 10 years.
I look forward to seeing you soone

Sincerely,

Vim. He Mestiler

WHM sm



dune 9, 1964

Centro Nacional de Caleule
Unidad Profesional, 1.P.N,
Mexico 14, 0.F.
Attn: ING. Miguel A. Berberena

Muy Sefiores Melos:

Les dames nvestras gracias por su aviso del CONGRESO LATINO~
AMERICANO sobre LA Computacion Electronica en la EnsefRanza
Profestonal que tendro lugar el 3 - 4 Agosto 1964, Les ruego que
nes envien, lo mas pronto posible, e! programa y detalles pertinentes.

tol Equipment Corporation tlene varies computadoras que sirven

médica.
admirablemente en aplicaciones de clencla y ensehanza tecnica y

Reclentemente La Sociedad de lo Duenos (DECUS) de las compute-
doras Digital tuvieron una conferencia en la qual hube discusion
sobre el uso de computadoras en la ensenonza Les enviemos ejemplos
y literatura en ésta. Si desean mes detalles les rege que nos escribon

Esperando recibir noticias de Uds. quedo su afma. y 5.a.

Elsa Newman (Mrs.)
DECUS Secretary .

EN;ajc
'Enclosures

ee: Anderson



HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL

Massachusetts General HospitalOF PSYCHIATRY
Fruit Street, Boston 14

June 17. 1954

Ca Moore
4 "guipment Corporation

Maynard, Massachusetts

D e a Jerry:
This letter is to confirm our telephone corversetion

of Jast week, It is my uncovstanding that my grant epplicatioan
to U.S.P.H.S. of March 1, 1954, has reeeived favorable recom-
MenGZation from scientific board and is
approve.1 of the NIFH council cn Juiv fifteenth, 1 offie :

is dependes on u counc there rations :

thar clentific --geographic, brdget ete,
but, acts to c *

mendations, If cpproval is : xted, .. "sg is
dated September 1, 1964, Ac that time, 1 plen
por-7 as we have discussed ct length,

:

In the meontime, T heve reoested $9,005.09 (to be
decided on June twonty-secone) » Cover rental costs in the
interim, vealizing that with pre for sales that continu
use of the machine gre tis is on DEC's already cenocrous
contribution to our setentific evelopment, Since I feel that
we are tin amount to the bio-medical community's
awareness of "ont and virtues, it seems likely thet
this generosity has been without mutual benefit. hone
that there is sure feelies at DEC for this reciprocel diols
for there ave a number of areas of development in biomedical
data processing which we feel can be fruitfully explored with
interested and competent engineering backup. Perhaps when ve
cen graduate from the sooching position, these mizht be explored
more fully than possible to date.

: : :

2G)

ry

Sincerely,

Prank vin, M.D.
Directo; Cobb
Tor Psyc esearch



PUBLIG RELATIONS BOARD OF NEW ENGLAND
29 GOLUMBIA ROAD * MARBLEHEAD, MASS. 01947® AREA CODE 617

BOSTON 593-13June 17, 19

Mr. Harlan Anderson
Digital Equipment Corp.
Maynard, Mass.

Dear Andy:
I'm sorry that our professional association is at an

end. Ido feel that there are still a number of things DEC
should be doing in the way of public relations, and that you
might have availed yourself better of my services. In any
case, I will see possible stories in Time and Fortune through,
Since both publications wish to have me : help them.

If you are free on Monday, 2 in the a.m., I'd
Zo

like to spend a few minutes with you.
Corgially,

Karmatz
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APPLIED DYNAMICS ANTERNATIONAL'
: : : :

a division of APPLIED BYMAMICS, MIC. + 275 Platt Road + Arbor, Michigan 48104 Tel. 313-665-3801 » COMPUTERS
qa June 26, 1964

Reference. JDK #653

vi

Mr. David B. Denniston
Digital Equipment Corporation
1259 Route 46
Parsippany, New Jersey 07054

Dear Mr. Denniston:

Thank you for your letter of June 19th concerning the Rutgers UniversityPDP-5. I have sent your letter to our Product Manager, Mr. Charles R. Moores,who may be in touch with you concerning the system.

Again, thank you for responding to my discussion with Mr
with

Anderson.

8 erely,

J.D. Kennedy
President

JDK:cn
ec: C. R. Moores

:



Hndek Saw

June 19, 1964

227% Platt Street.
Aan Arber, Michigan
Deer Mr, Kennedy?

oy, Harlan Andersen has inforned ne thet you are
{aterested in the PDP-S which was seld to Rutgers
University.

Eventually, they will tie-in with en BAI computer.

Naturally, they will ceatinue te use beth machines
separately se this is net et ai] « hybrid application

I hope this infernetion sasvers sone of your questions.
Please feel free to call ne if yeu should have further
questions.

Siacerely,

David B. Denniston
DBD: BMP

Mr o- Jer Kenn
Applied

As nething 18 tec definite as to the exect inter
basically educational,however, & 9 net essential since this is

only.



Ce a b

LEHRSTUHL UND INSTITUT FUR
31 AACHEN, DEN 19. Juni 1964STRAHLANTRIEBE UND PERNRUP, 4222333-2334

Ru/OpTURBOARBEITSMASCHINEN
RHEIN.-WESTF. TECHN. HOCHSCHULE AACHEN

PROF. DR.-ING. W. DETTMERING

Mr. Harlan Anderson
Vice-President'
Digital Equipment Corporation
146, Main Street
MAYNARD, Mass.
U. Se Ae

Dear Mr. Anderson,

A test stand for general research purposes in the field of
high efficiency compressors of the type used in jets is at
present being built at my institute, which is designed to

require automatic interrogation at the numerous measuring.
points and simultaneous processing of the values supplied.

investigate and demonstrate to my students the flow in the
supersonic and subsonic range. The work and tests projected

"One aspect in the designing of the test stand involved, of
course, the obtaining of new research results which are

published by me from time to time. A much more important
aspect of such equipment 1s however the opportunity it would

afford me of giving an up-to-date and thorough training to
the students, assistants, research engineers and doctorands
who are entrusted to my care. This is all the more important
as the manufacturing industries have repeatedly urged me to

give the students a more profound training in this field.
During their course of studies, our students have hitherto
had little opportunity of doing amy practical work on data

processing equipment.

e In recent months, my assistants have thoroughly discussed
these problems and arrived at a practicable solution with

your European representative, Dipl.-Ing. Hiiwe . The PDP 7



2

Computer has been provided to form the core of the equipment.To this must be added the input and output options for the
analogous and digital test data, the printer with perforatedtape reader and puncher, and an incremental plotter.
The cost of the complete equipment would however be consider-
ably increased by this computer and far exceed our budget.An object like this would naturally constitute for a universityinstitute an extraordinary acquisition requiring the employmentof all available financial resources. I would therefore greatlyappreciate your granting my institute an appreciable allowance .on the cost of your equipment, Please, accept my sincerest.
thanks in advance for considering my request.

Yours very truly,



THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN

® DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

June 22, 1964

Mr. Harlan Anderson
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachustts

Dear Harlan:

Please accept once again my thanks for your very generous
loan of the DEC equipment which you made available for our two-
week summer course. We had 80 students this year in our intro-
ductory digital computer engineering course, and we broke them
up into fae groups of 16 per day. We further subdivided these
into groups of four each of which then had an opportunity to
construct a number of simple experiments with the equipment.
The equipment worked beautifully, the students learned a lot,
and I am sure they all took away a good picture of DEC equipment.

I am arranging to ship the equipment back to you at the
beginning of next week. I should note that the shipping document
which came with the equipment indicated that three pulse generators
and ten diode nors were being sent, but that we actually receivd
four pulse generators and nine diode nors.

Sincerely yours,

Geott
Norman R. Scott
Professor, Electrical Engineering

NRS :mkm



30 Thur
5 Highwood Road
Manchester, Mass.

June 24, 1964

Digital Equipment Corp.
Main Street
Maynard, Mass.

Attn: Mr. Harlan E, Anderson, Vice. Pres.
Dear Mr. Anderson:

As you are a key executive in a business similar to that
which I am about to approach, I would appreciate an oppor=
tunity to talk with you in order to obtain your advice and
criticism on my approach to the market as I seek a new car~
eer position. I am under no illusion that there would be a
position for me in your organization.
I have been with ITT Data and Information Systems Division
for the past two years, however, due to the curtailment of
Government contracts with ITT, my services have been ter-
minated. I am, therefor, investigating the opportunities that
might be available for a person of my background and experience.
Your advice would be very helpful to me in this matter.

I will call you within the next few days in order to set a
time at which we might get together. In the mean time, I am

forwarding herewith a copy of my resume for your consideration.

Sincerely yours,
c Ceer

John V. Meigs



OBJECTIVE:

QUALIFICATIONS:

MANAGEMENT -

SUPERVISION:

PERSUASION:

PLANNING -

ORGANIZING:

COMMUNICATIONS:

COORDINATION:

JOHN V. MEIGS
5 Highwood Road
Manchester, Mass,
Tel: 617-526-4443

Procurement Manager whose abilities including management,sales persuasion, planning and organizing,-communications,coordination and human relations, would contribute to
high level effective results.
16 years experience in industry including sales,RegionalOffice management, establishing records systems and in-
ternal operating procedures, coordinating interdepart-
mental activities, report writing, personnel selection,
training and evaluation, purchasing and vendor liaison
and evaluation.

SOME RELATED ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Successfully established a field office to implement a
new production control technique.
Received commendation for effectively directing logis-tical activities of technical personnel at sixteen field
locations.
Improved production schedules and techniques by arrang-
ing and conducting meetings with vendor management.

@LES

Frequently averted payment of penalty clauses by persuad-
ing vendors to deliver on time.

Organized and developed operational plans for a newly
established field office.
Developed procedures which were used internationally to
control spare parts and test equipment.
Increased purchasing effectiveness and size of market
through accurate vendor evaluation reports.
Wrote Material Control Manual used for spare parts and
test equipment at seventy field locations.
Coordinated quality control requirements for field pro-
duction effort with quality control manager.

Coordinated the flow of Government furnished equipment
into a prime contractor's facility.



&MAN
ELATIONS :

EXPERIENCE:

1962 to
Present

1964

1948 to
1950

EDUCATION:

PERSONAL:

Developed an efficient organization by hiring, training
and directing subordinates.
Directed activities of twenty-six technical and adminis-
trative employees at sixteen field locations.
MANAGER - Logistic Activities - ITT

ma terial control procedure and implemented it in

guidance to Regional Manager and liaison with the Air

and property control departments.
- Area Material Procurement Office ~ The Martin Co.

Wrote
the field through direction of a supply activity and
field personnel at sixteen locations. Provided technical
Force and Sub-contractors. Purchased technical materiel.
Coordinated activities with quality control, material
control
MANAGER

Directed field employees in administering contracts,
monitering production, evaluating suppliers and strengthen-
ing company-supplier relations. Selected and trained per-
sonnel. Established operating procedures and records
systems. Determined requirements for technical assistance.
Coordinated quality control schedules.

1956 to
1962

ASST. MANAGER - Production Section - U.S.Army Ordnance

Supervised the preparation of production and modification
on schedules. Assisted the contractor in solving schedul-
ing problems. Prepared production progress reports.
Provided liaison with Government agencies. Coordinated
activities with quality control department.

1950 to
1952

SALESMAN - Industrial Hardware Firms - Philadelphia, Pa.

Sold industrial hardware and mill supplies to manufactur-
ing firms and public institutions.
BS/BA equivalent through studies at Maryville College,
Wharton School (U. of Penna.), U. of Mass. Evening
School, company sponsored courses and personal study.

Married - 2 Children, Age ~ 48, Health - Excellent

Major, USAR Retired
Lions Club President
Hold Top Secret Clearance
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12621 CHADRON AVENUE ® HAWTHORNE, CALIFORNIA 772-5201

June 26, 1964

To Whom It May Concern:

Electronic Memories, Inc. is exploring the possibilitiesof becoming a major supplier of mass magnetic core mem-
ories--stacks only or complete systems--to manufacturers
of data processing and computing equipment.

We have asked Dr. Louis Fein--the bearer of this letter--
to help us determine such things as the size, the price,
the organization, the reliability, the interface speci-fications and the delivery schedules that buyers of such
mass memories would require.

I would appreciate your discussing with Dr. Fein your
organization's possible requirements and specifications
for mass memories and for which you might consider EMI as
a supplier.

Sincerely yours,

2 leyTrude c. TaytorPresident

TCT:



Aha a eX

dune 24, 1964

Professor Dee=ing. N. Datimering
Rhein.-westf. Techn. Hoshschule Aechen
Aachen, Germany

Deer Dr. Datemering:

We very happy fo hear of your the DEC PDP~7 computer, ond
I hope that we will hove the opportunity of providing this very modem ond flaxible
equipment for your research and teaching uses. The management of DEC has
reviewed your request for an educational discount.on this equipment and we have
agreed to gront « 20% discount on the list price. This 20% discount will apply
to the standerd POF~7 system as wall as te odditiona! core memory modules, *nolog
to Digital Equipment, and most Ingut-cutpy? options. The discount will not apply
te the incromental Plotter ond Control, Cosll Reoder and Control, Card Punch and
Control, Automatic Line Printer and Control, Magnetic Tope Transports Types
50 and 570. I know that Mr. Huewe Is In close contact with you ond thet youWill
be able to work out the technical specifications ond final quotation for the desired
system with him. If ther any further Information which you would Itke fram the

:

home ofice here in Mgynard, plecse write to me and | will be gtdd to help in ony
wfwe, possible.

Sincerely yours,

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

Jonothen Fad iman
Menager, intomational Marketing

Funkz

ce Guenter Huewe, Maneger, Munich Cffice
/ Horan Anderson, Vice President, DEC




